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Abstract 

 

Tanzania is one of the world’s poorest country but under development. The government 

is trying to reach a stronger economy by supporting entrepreneurship. Micro-credits are 

a small loan given to people in need and mainly women. This loan is one way to 

outfight poverty and help people to create a better living for them. Micro-credits are 

given to female entrepreneurs with a low income to help them finance their businesses 

(Bengtsson, 2010). 

 

The study is investigating the entrepreneurial process for Tanzanian women that have 

received a micro-credit. We interviewed 10 women that has build up an enterprise and 

has expanded the business during the last year. The aim of this study was to create an 

understanding about the different elements that have affected the business process from 

the start up to the expansion. We wanted to find out if the women’s characteristics, 

knowledge or experiences had a crucial effect of the successful business establishment.  

 

Research question:  

How does the entrepreneurial process work for women in Tanzania that have received a 

micro-credit? 

 

The method used for reaching the aim of this study was a qualitative research approach 

with semi-structured interviews with the female entrepreneurs in Tanzania. Our 

perception of knowledge is to interpret and analyze the settings, in which the women 

live and work. To do so, we have used theories as starting point to create a better 

understanding about the subject and formulate our questions to the respondents.      

 

The conclusion we reached showed that the Tanzanian women are in need of knowledge 

for being able to succeed as an entrepreneur. This knowledge could come from trials 

and error, previous experiences from starting up a business and formal education.  But 

the knowledge was not the only aspect. To develop as an entrepreneur you also needed 

to be motivated, creative and work hard. Support from families was also shown be 

crucial. 
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1. Introduction 

 
This chapter will point out the background to the research problem, our preconceptions 

and also the aim of the study. We will also present the research question in the end of 

this part in hope to make the reader carry on with the thesis with a greater interest. 

1.1 Background to the research problem 

Africa is the second largest continent in the world and Africans are poorer in average than they 

were four decades ago. The continent needs a more stable economy, debt relief and an end to 

conflicts. It is hard to generalize the African countries because of the differences in the climate, 
geographic regions and the range of people that are living in Africa (Fick, 2002, p. 1).  

We have chosen to do our field research in Tanzania, which is one of Africa’s poorest countries, 

but a country in development (Regeringen, 2010). 

No matter what country you come from it is not easy to start a new business, and 

sometimes it is determined through a bit of luck if you succeed. But luck is often 

something that you do not get. What it does claim is that you are well prepared and have 

been able to figure out what the marketplace looks like and who potential customers are 

(Jansson, 2007, p.3). But in Africa many people do not have a choice. They are forced 

into entrepreneurship because they do not have any social or economic safety; they have 

to survive. These people are unlike the typical entrepreneurs because they are coping 

with the situation rather then being truly involved with their business (Kristiansen, 

2002, p. 43-44). But the ones that have creative ideas and are willing to work hard need 

an encouraging environment, a promoting government and supporting institutions. The 

small-scale African entrepreneurs can become the starting point for an economic as well 

as a social and culture recovery. These entrepreneurs can be the bridge of the former 

gap between the modern sector owned by the government or foreigners, and the 

stagnant and lagging informal sector. Local entrepreneurs can bring more traditional 

values into the modern business market (Kristiansen, 2002, p. 44). 

Local female entrepreneurs could also help their country towards economic 

sustainability and could be seen as key players in terms of contributing to the economic 

development through entrepreneurship (Ganesan, Dilbagh Kaur & Maheshwari, 2002, 

p. 1; Ellis, Blackden, Cutura, MacCulloch & Seebens, 2007, p. 24). Therefore women 

should get more help to start their businesses because they can make a better economic 

possibility for the country (Ellis et al., 2007, p. 23). 

Tanzania has made a progress in reducing the cost of starting a new business but it still 

is a challenge. Compare to other countries in Africa the costs remains more expensive 

(Ellis et al. 2007, p. 41). The government has come to a conclusion that if starting up a 

business become easier to handle it would encourage more Tanzanians to develop an 

enterprise. 

 

The idea of a micro-credit came from Muhammad Yunus when a starvation catastrophe 

occurred in Bangladesh in the 1970’s.  He wanted to open up a bank which purpose was 

to give a small loan to the people in need and mainly women.  Yunus was aware of that 

poor women do not have the chance to a make a better life for themselves. The 

possibility for a bank loan is missing because they do not have any security, and the few 

loans they can take have a high interest (Bengtsson, 2010).  The idea behind the micro-

credit is to support new business establishments and by that outfight poverty. This 
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opportunity gives women a chance to start a business but also to save some money, 

which is a security that many people do not have (Pederby, 2009).   

In Tanzania microfinance is still a quite new concept. In the beginning it was most 

primarily linked to women with low income households (Buhimila, 2009, p. 11). The 

government had recently tried to convince commercial banks to support small and 

medium businesses by providing micro-credits (George, 2009, p. 28). In 1997 The 

National Microfinance Bank (NMB) was founded and today it is the largest bank in 

Tanzania, both when ranked by  the customer base and branch network. The Bank aims 

to help small entrepreneurs in Tanzania to finance their business. 

 

George (2009, p. 6) says that micro-credit activities play an important role in countries 

like Tanzania with poor economy by increasing working capital, create employment and 

expand businesses. It is enabling poor people to build assets and increase their income. 

He also mentions that the credits are directly provided to poor women help to increase 

investment and productivity. The author’s conclusion in the study says that micro-

credits can be both a solution to entrepreneurship development as well as in poverty 

improvement. These credits has enabled some female business owners to increase their 

income, helped them develop their business and how make the most of the small credit 

(George, 2009, p. 219).  

 
 

2.2 Choice of Subject 

 

Our choice of subject comes from a long time interest in how a micro-credits can help 

changing women’s life-situation in a developing country. Previous courses in 

entrepreneurship also created a curiosity in business development and for that reason we 

thought of combine these two elements for an appealing outcome. What appeals to us is 

to get an understanding how the process behind a business developed by women has 

proceeded. With the word process we mean anything that can have an impact on the 

women’s capacity to develop their business. Process in this context is not just the period 

of time when the business is progressing from the start up to an expansion. It is also 

what the women bring with them to this developing period and what elements that can 

have an effect on the business progress along the way. For that reason we are 

investigating if knowledge, personal qualities and previous experiences gives the 

entrepreneur directions in the business development. 

Our focus in this thesis will from an entrepreneurial point of view analyze the process 

behind becoming a successful entrepreneur. With successful we mean the women that 

have been able to expand their business since the start up, for example by increasing the 

assortment, selling more products or have taken on employees. 

This will not be a revolutionary study but it will create an understanding, for us and the 

readers, and put a new perspective on how the entrepreneurial process for women 

proceeds in a developing country. We will do this by describing the progress of the 

businesses and explain what different elements have helped these women to succeed. 

For that reason we hope that this thesis will create an interest in entrepreneurship, 

micro-credits and life situation for women in a developing country like Tanzania.  
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1.3 Purpose of the research 

We experience a gap in the research field when it comes to the process behind a 

business developed by women in Tanzania. Even though several studies concerning 

micro-credit to women in developing countries have been made, its focus is mostly on 

the effect of the micro-credits impact on women (Anderson, Ssendi; 2009, p. 1; 

Buvinic; 1997, p. 38-44; Rosintan, Panjaitan – Drioadisuryo, 1999, p. 769-770). In this 

thesis the starting point is to look at the micro-credit as a constant. This means that all 

women have received a micro-credit and we do not put any focus on how and why they 

received this small loan.  

The research question:  

How does the entrepreneurial process work for women in Tanzania that have received a 

micro-credit? 

 

There is also a lack in the research field concerning the process to becoming an 

entrepreneur for women in a developing country like Tanzania. We want to create a 

better understanding for how the entrepreneurial process may be developed by women 

that have received a microcredit in Tanzania. We want to see what different occurrences 

during the process made the women start, maintain and expand their businesses 

successfully. Are their characteristics of any meaning to become a fortunate 

entrepreneur? Is it true that an entrepreneur is born, as earlier studies are suggesting? 

(Ntimbwa, 2007, p. 68; Ganza, Kaur & Maheshwari, 2002, p. 78). 

Has earlier attempt to develop a business given these women better presumptions? 

Some previous research has been made to identify the entrepreneur from a non-

entrepreneur (Gartner, 1985, p. 696; Gartner, 1988, p. 47; Koh, 1996, p. 12). 
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2. Method 

This chapter will present how the research will be approached. Parts that will be 

presented are “Choice of subject, “Method” and Approach to the research”. The aim of 

this chapter is to carefully explain to the reader the choices we make and why we are 

making them. The last part of this chapter will also bring up concerns about the 

“Secondary data”. 

2.1 Preconceptions 

 

The authors that are carrying out this research are two women from Umeå school of 

Business.  We aim of this part is to present the background of the researchers to create 

an understanding for the readers of what influenced the authors’ choice of subject and to 

point out their perception of previous knowledge.  

Linnéa is 24 years old and grew up in the small town of Skellefteå north of Umeå. After 

finishing the gymnasium level she spent a year in England working. During three month 

she also went travelling around the world where the burning interest of different 

cultures and countries begun. She knew from the start that she wanted to study business 

administrations and the programme Service Management at Umeå University suited her 

perfectly. Her mother is a teacher and the father is in charge of an adult educational 

association. He also has got his own company and the family is entrepreneurship 

friendly. The father has been visiting some countries in Africa which has made Linnéa 

very interested to pay the continent a visit herself.  

Sara is 25 years old and is studying business at the Service Management programme at 

Umeå University. Apart from her business studies she has studied two semesters on the 

teacher programme in Stockholm where she mainly studied pedagogic and culture 

differences. During that time her curiosity for different culture and countries started. 

She has also always been a curious person and liked to see and discover new things. A 

few years ago her sisters started up a business of her own and her interest for 

entrepreneurship grew after that. 

Both of the authors had a curiosity to experience the different culture in a developing 

country in Africa. Tanzania was their first choice because a common friend highly 

recommended the country. The authors had also heard that Tanzania was a country 

under development that had made economic improvements over the years. Both of the 

authors are women and therefore it was also in their interest to see how women’s life 

situations tend to be in a developing country like Tanzania.   The authors also knew that 

Tanzanians could speak a bit of English because of the British colonization in the 

1960
th
.   Other motives for choosing Tanzania was that Umeå University has contacts 

with the business school of Dar es Salaam. 

Due to the interests of the authors they were quick to apply for the Minor Field Study 

(MFS) scholarship that Umeå University gets from the Swedish International 

Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) every year. The aim of the scholarship is to 

improve the Universities capacity to run an international cooperation that will broaden 

students’ international involvement. This gives students, with an interest in developing 

countries, a travelling allowance to do field study for two month that will result in a D- 

or C- level thesis (Programkontoret, 2011). 
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2.1 Applied perspective  

The hermeneutics perspective is according to Bryman & Bell (2005, p. 29) an approach 

that is concerned with the theory and method of the interpretation of human action. This 

point of view is well known in social science, because its purpose is to interpret and 

understand human behaviour and actions. The Hermeneutics interpretation is important 

when dealing with the understanding of people, their actions and the effect of their 

actions (Thurén, 2007, p. 37). 

Organizations are constantly changing, with people within and around them. Therefore 

it is important to understand not just the organisation, but also the people in it 

(Noorderhaven, 2000 p. 4). Even if the hermeneutic perspective in some cases can be 

seen as more uncertain we are of the opinion that the hermeneutic approach is 

applicable to our study. When analysing the women’s situations we need to understand 

the settings, in which they live and work. We also need to take into consideration that 

the research is conducted in a different country, where the culture is different, as well as 

the language and the history of the country (Thurén, 2007, p. 42). For that reason we 

chose the hermeneutic perspective. 

Pre-understanding is our way to understand the reality and is an important aspect in the 

hermeneutic perspective (Thurén, 2007, p. 56). There have been some criticism to this 

perspective, which is that the researcher understand the reality from his or hers point of 

view and it can be hard to know if they have comprehend everything in the right way. 

What you see and understand is dependent on your pre-understandings. To minimize the 

misunderstanding of the situation for the women in Tanzania, we tried to stay objective 

by holding our own opinions western way of thinking out of the research. By staying 

eight weeks in the country writing this thesis, we also think that we will have time to 

learn more about the culture and people within it to minimize own influence of the 

research.              

2.2 Approach of the research 

 

In order to get an understanding about basic theories there are two approaches that are 

often used in researches. One of them is called the inductive method and refers to 

developing or confirming a theory that begins with empirical evidence toward a 

theoretical relationship. The deductive is the name of the other approach and goes the 

other way (Neuman, 2006, p.60).   

In our research we have chosen the deductive approach and it can be described as a 

method where the researcher is analysing existing theories and comes to a conclusion 

according to the theories from the collected data. The researcher has hypothesises as a 

benchmark that will be tested from the empirical evidence (Bryman & Bell, 2005, s. 

23). For that reason we are using the deductive approach because we are testing the 

research question through our empirical evidence from the reality. We want to create a 

deeper understanding about the subject and for that reason we have chosen the 

qualitative method. The meaning of the term is to construct a social reality with its 

focus on an interactive process. It is also said that the researcher are involved in this 

approach which often contains only a few cases (Neuman, 2006, p.13-15). The 

qualitative method will be applied in our research as our intentions are to create a better 
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understanding of the women’s own stories about the entrepreneurial process. 

2.3 Choice of method 

 

One important part of the research is the choice of method because this determines if the 

research question will be answered or not and therefore sets the mark of the whole 

study. We have chosen to do interviews to get a higher perception of knowledge and to 

receive our empirical evidence. An interview is a method that is defined as a 

professional conversation with structure and purpose. This differs in several ways from 

an every day conversation because interviewer manly asks the questions and the 

respondent answers. There is also only the respondent who reveals opinions and 

feelings compared to an ordinary conversation where there is an open exchange of these 

elements (Neuman, 2006, p. 305). 

A typical interview situation is when the interviewer sits or stands in front of the 

respondents asking them a series of questions and writing down the answers (Bryman, 

2001, p. 110). The aim of an interview is to get a deep understanding about information 

about the respondents own thoughts of their life. It is important that the respondents are 

aware of their ethical rights. There are some certain principles that the interviewer 

should respect which are informed consent, deception and confidentiality. These three 

categories are relevant in different research context and the researcher need to hold each 

ethical positions regarding them (Bailey, 2007, p.  15). The respondents should be 

aware of that the interview is voluntarily and the respondent should not feel forced to 

participate in the interview. It is also important for the researcher to be honest about the 

aim of the study (Neuman, 2006, p. 135). The respondents shall also be able to 

withdraw from the interview at any time (Bryman, 2008, p.123). We are going to 

inform the respondents about these ethical regulations before the interview and respect 

the women’s opinions.  

In our research we have chosen 10 interviews because we think that quantity would be 

enough for our understanding and give us “theoretical saturation” which means the 

point when no new insights are being generated (Bryman, 2008, p. 700). To get the 

empirical evidence we want to do in-dept interviews. Like the term quality interview in-

dept interviews also refers to both an unstructured and semi structured interview 

(Bryman, 2001, p.110). We have chosen to do semi-structured interviews which are 

defined as a type of interview that refers to the context which the interviewer has a 

series of questions that mainly follows by an interview schedule but are free to vary the 

questions (Bryman, 2001, p.110) The numbers of chosen respondents are enough to get 

useful information in our opinion. If we would have more interviews it would probably 

not make a big difference to received information as the aim is not to generalise but to 

create a deeper understanding. The term field study in our thesis have the meaning that 

the researcher directly observes and record notes of people in their natural settings for a 

period of time ( Neuman, 2006, p. 46). 

 

2.4 Discussion of the research method 

 

For us interviews were the only possible method approach since the aim of the study is 

to get an understanding about the entrepreneurial process by the women’s own stories. 
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We are also going to make observations about the respondents and their environment as 

a complement to the interviews. We will perform the observations by walking around in 

the shops and trying to take in the atmosphere and study our respondents’ body 

language. During the interview we will take notes of things that we have observed and 

discuss with each other afterwards.     

We have taken into consideration that the women might not open up to us in the way we 

would like them to. Therefore we are planning to ask a few personal questions about 

them self as individuals to create an understanding concerning their strengths and 

weaknesses that could of had an effect on their business development. We are hoping 

that this not will be a problem for us and that the women appreciate that we are 

interested in them, their life and their business situation. 

 

2.5 Collection of the secondary data 

 

For the theoretical background to the subject secondary data has been collected to create 

an understanding in the area around entrepreneurship, women as entrepreneurs, the 

entrepreneurial process and entrepreneurship in Tanzania. Therefore we have studied 

and searched for literature in these subjects. Most of the literature has been collected in 

the library at Umeå University. Some of these are printed books and others have been 

obtained on the internet by the search channel ALBUM on the library website. Many 

articles have been found in the databases like Business Source Premier and Wiley that 

the library provides. For some theories we have searched the internet on subjects 

mentioned above on found articles and information through Google. We have also 

visited the University of Dar es Salaams entrepreneurship institution and found useful 

previous researches in their library.  

 

2.6 Criticism of secondary data  

 

This study is based on secondary data, which can be associated to some problems like 

double interpretation. The original writers we took the information from have made 

their initial interpretation and then we have read it and interpret it in our own way. 

Therefore it is a risk that we understood the written material different then the author 

did originally.  

The secondary data we used in this study has mainly been from scientific sources, the 

material has been peer-reviewed and up to date in most cases. We are aware that some 

of the theories that we are using still are from the 80
th
 and that a lot of research has been 

made since then. We still wanted to use some of these theories because it was the 

original source and it makes the research more trustworthy. In a few cases we had to 

refer to the author through another author in a later research, because we couldn’t find 

the original article. But we tried as far as we could to go back to the original source to 

avoid mistranslating through another author. 

Another issue can be that we made our own interpretation of the written material. There 

can be some problems with the understandings of the sources because they have been 
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written in English and our spoken language is Swedish. To minimize this we have tried 

to read much about the subject and also use dictionaries. 

Some of the scientific articles we used came from the University of Dar es Salaam. It 

can be an issue for the trustworthiness of the research because it will be difficult to find 

these articles, due to the lack of internet at the university. We hope that the reader will 

take into consideration that Tanzania is a developing country where internet is not as 

elaborated as it is in the west. We also hope that the reader will understand that the use 

of these articles were necessary for understanding the situation for entrepreneurs in 

Tanzania.  
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3. Background facts  

The aim of this chapter is to give the reader a pre-knowledge and a wider overview 

concerning the circumstances to our research. We will discuss the situation in Tanzania 

and how women, entrepreneurs and small business owner’s situation tend to be in the 

country.   

The chapter will also give the readers prior notice of the country’s economy and 

background facts concerning micro credits. We believe that this chapter will provide a 

better understanding and interest in our thesis before reviewing our main theories in 

chapter 3. We hope that the reader should be able to follow our line of thoughts, our 

definitions and hopefully encourage to a further reading of the thesis. 

 

3.1 General facts about Tanzania 

 

Tanzania is situated in east Africa, just below the equator. The country is more than 

twice as big as Sweden with 39 000 000 people and boarder to eight countries. Tanzania 

is a union between the mainland and islands of Zanzibar in the Indian Ocean 

(Bengtsson, 2007, p. 3).    

The official capital of Tanzania is Dodoma with approximately 204 000 inhabitants, and 

is headquarter of the parliament. Dar es Salaam is the administrative capital of Tanzania 

with 2 500 000 inhabitants. The official language in Tanzania is Swahili and English is 

their second language. The religion varies in the country with equal amount of Muslims, 

Christians and Traditionalism (Froden, 2010). 

 

3.2 Historical overview of Entrepreneurship in Tanzania 

 

Tanzania has been a colony of both Germany and United Kingdom in the earlier days. 

Tanganyika was the formal name before its independence in 1961. Together with 

Zanzibar they formed the united republic of Tanzania in 1964. From its independence 

the country has passed through some economic and political areas which have had 

effect in the entrepreneurship of today (Olomi, 2009, p. 10). 

The government has for decades been interested in the development of the industries in 

Tanzania. Most businesses are at micro and small levels and mostly selling different 

types of imported products from different countries, while the production of locals 

goods is low and the market is mainly local (Mhina 2007 p. 1). 

Between the years 1975-1995 the government launched a plan that was supposed to 

encourage the production of local needs such as clothing and water etc. The plan also 

includes establishment of engineering and metalworking industries and formed the 

name Small Development Organization (SIDO) for the purpose of realizing these 

targets (Mhina, 2007, p. 1). 

Since the middle of the 1990s entrepreneurship as a career have been more attractive for 

the people in the country. More individuals are now choosing self-employment as their 

work for living. The proportion of this self-employed group has increased even among 

the highly educated. It is still hard to give a detailed information about the small 
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businesses in Tanzania because of the insufficient data on the sector and the total 

number of enterprises is still unknown (Olomi, 2009, p. 14).   

 

3.3 Economy 

 

The economic status of Tanzania is rather typical for a third world country, where 

simple agriculture is the main source of income and sway due to the climate. The need 

of assistance and loans from other countries is large (Bengtsson, 2007, p. 10). In the mid 

1980s Tanzania experienced financial crises, but with help from the International 

Monetary found (IMF) they could borrow money as long as they devalued their 

currency, Tanzanian shilling, and did some economical reforms. This has for example 

affected the farmers so they now can sell their goods at markets and the supply has 

increased (Bengtsson, 2007, p. 25). 

Thou many of the Tanzanians now has a little more money in their pocket, the 

transformation has also been negative for some of them. The food prices have increased 

and many people have to have more than one job to survive, because of that the street 

trading has enlarged comprehensive (Bengtsson, 2007, p. 25).   

In Tanzania laws regarding business procedures are mostly available only in English. 

This can cause problems when English is only thought in higher education. The 

Tanzanians without possibilities to study in a higher education do not have the same 

opportunities as the well educated (Stalvik, 2010). The entry procedures are centralized 

in Dar es Salaam or Stone Town. This is also a problem when it increases costs making 

the process longer, especially for those have to travel from places outside the city 

centres (Ellis et al., 2007, p. 41-42).  

 

3.4 Microfinance  

 

In the year of 2006 the Nobel Price for Peace was given to Grameen Bank and its 

founder Muhammad Yunus. The name Grameen comes from Bengali and means rural 

or village. The banks objective was to give micro-credits to poor people in villages 

around Bangladesh who have no physical collateral (Rahman, 2001, p. 1).   

Grameen Bank does not give money away, they give credits that shall be invested and 

then repaid. The thought behind this is to stimulate businesses established my poor 

people. But the credits are not interest free, and the relative high interest rates have been 

challenged by some critics. The micro-credits are often given to women, because they 

almost always repay the loan. The micro-credit organisations are primarily owned by 

their poor borrowers (Myrsten, 2010). The Grameens approach of lending to poor 

women has attracted other countries, and is described as a new paradigm of thinking 

about economic development (Rahman, 2001, p. 1). 

Micro-credits are one way to outfight poverty and help people to create a better living 

for them selves. The loan gives them a chance to start a business and also save some 

money, which is a security that many people do not have. The loan can contribute with 
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both security and self-confidence when people can make their own money through 

business enterprise (Pederby, 2009).   

 

3.4.1 History of microfinance in Tanzania  

 

Tanzania started with microfinance in 1995 with non-governmental organization and 

SACCOS which are saving and loans cooperatives, and it has continued to grow with 

increased success (George, 2009, p. 27). SACCOS stands for Savings and Credit Co-

operative Society which is an organization that provides financial services to its 

members. It is a democratic, member driven, self-help cooperative. The members agree 

to save their money together in the SACCO and then make loans to each other with 

reasonable rates. The rates on both savings and loans are generally better than rates 

given by the banks. SACCO also encourages their members to save money, for better 

economic empowerment and gives them education in financial matters by teaching the 

prudent handling of money, how to keep track on finance and so on (SACCO, 2010) 

In Tanzania it is common that borrowers can loan money in a range from 50, 000 Tsh to 

5,000,000 Tsh (1 SEK are approx. 187 Tanzanian shilling). The loan is repaid monthly 

at the maximum loan tenure of one year (NMB, 2010). That’s why these Microfinance 

institutes and banks have been so successful because they do not only cover financial 

services like deposits, loans , payment services, insurance to poor and low-income 

households and their micro enterprises. It also gives non-financial assistance such as 

training and business advice (George, 2009, p. 16).   

Microfinance is recognized as a tool for reducing poverty and since the country banks 

started the offering microfinance services, the use of micro-credits have increased. 

National Microfinance Bank is the biggest provider of these loans in Africa but there are 

also other community banks and small banks that have taken an interest in this, as well 

as NGOs and non-profit organizations (George, 2009, p. 28).   

 

3.5 Entrepreneurship and small businesses  

 

Traditional economists define an entrepreneur as one who employ and organises factors 

of production like land, labour and capital while assuming the risks of failures and 

rewards of success. For others the word entrepreneurship means an individual who 

starts and runs a business (Olami, 2009, p. 2-3). 

These are just two of many definitions that entrepreneurship can be explained as. Olomi 

(2009, p. 2-3) argues that the different definitions of entrepreneurship have 

consequences on how to promote entrepreneurship. The author says that it is an urgent 

need for countries and institutions to clarify what they tend to develop rather than just 

referring to entrepreneurship. There are many ongoing efforts for entrepreneurial 

development for examples among governments and universities.  

In our research we have defined an entrepreneur as someone who has got a business 

idea and believe in that idea. These individuals start up a business and manage to 

expand it over some time. 
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Like entrepreneurship there are many definitions on the word small business. The title 

differs between countries and organisations. The criteria that many people agree on 

includes for example numbers of employees and capital invested. It is also common to 

classify businesses by referring to micro, small, medium and large (Olami, 2009, p. 4-

5). In Tanzania the SME (Small and Medium Enterprises) Development Policy of 2003 

classified the different size of enterprises as followed;  

(1 SEK are approx. 187 Tanzanian shilling) 

Micro:  Tsh 0-5 million in capital invested and 1-4 employees. 

Small: Tsh 5-200 million in capital invested and 4-49 employees 

Medium: Tsh 200-800 million in capital invested and 50-99 employees. 

Referring to these definitions our approach for this study is micro businesses. This 

because we are assuming that these kinds of businesses are more commonly owned by 

women. Therefore it would make it easier to find these female entrepreneurs by 

searching for micro business. 

There are different forms of businesses referring to preferences, objectives and 

capacities of their owner. The micro businesses are usually only owned by one 

individual. The owner takes responsibility for every strategic direction of the business 

and is answerable for possible profits and losses. These sorts of businesses are easy to 

set up because no bureaucratic process is needed. But a problem whit this type of 

businesses is that the owners bear the risk of failure and have no one to exchange ideas 

and experiences with (Olami, 2009, p. 4-5).  

In our research we want to investigate the process for the successful business owner as 

an individual. With successful we mean that the business should have grown since the 

start-up. Msigomba (2009, p. 18) defines growth as a dynamic process that involves 

development and change within the organization, as well as changes in the way in 

which the organization interacts with the environment. The growth of an entrepreneurial 

business must be seen from different perspectives which includes; the financial, the 

strategic, the structure and organizational growth. We have decided to interview women 

whose businesses have grown, because we want to know the main reason behind their 

success.  

We are defining a business owner in the same way as we defining the entrepreneur. For 

us has the meaning of these two words similar outcomes that involves an idea, a 

business start up and ability to expand the business. We have decided that the word 

business owner and entrepreneur will have an equivalent value in our research. 

 

3.5.1 Women as entrepreneurs in Tanzania 

 

To understand the women’s life situation in Tanzania it is important to be aware of the 

relevance of gender differences as an economic issue. Women play an essential role in 

the economy in Tanzania. They are more active in agriculture compared to men and 

especially in food production (Ellis et al., 2007, p. 24-25).  

The unemployment rate in Dar es Salaam is critical and stands at 31.5 %. The 

government in Tanzania has said that the issue of the unemployment needs urgent 
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attention, especially the youth unemployment. The unemployment rate amongst the 

youth in Tanzania was in 2010 13.4 %, while the unemployment rate was 14.3 % for 

females and 12.4 % for males. The country has an imbalance between the supply of 

labour force and demand of labour; there are not enough jobs in the market (Beyadi, 

2010).   

Women in Tanzania have got a low level of education which makes it harder for them to 

get jobs in the formal private sector. The low level of education contributes lack of 

technical and business skills for example negotiate with financial institutions. It is also 

more culturally acceptable for women to do more traditional work that involves 

preparing food and sawing?? etc. If women are engaged in businesses it tends to reflect 

on these traditional roles which sometimes can be problematic for the families. 

Tanzanian women are often aware of the risk that comes with the start up of a business 

and are scared of what consequences a failure could bring (Stevenson & St Onge, 2005, 

p. 10).  

The main reason for women to start up a business is the pressure of providing food for 

the family and meeting their needs. Some of the positive effects that women are facing 

after starting up a business are that they get respect by their husbands and the society 

because they manage to run an enterprise. A larger family income is also an important 

effect of the female entrepreneurship. But it can also have the opposite effects in some 

families. The economic independence of women can make some men threatened and the 

change of the economic power in the relationship can sometimes lead to a divorce 

(Olami, 2009, p. 124-125).  

The article by Stevenson and St Otge (2005, p. 10) mentions that women’s motivation 

for being in the business is often higher than men’s. The study showed that 40 % of the 

women demonstrated a high need for achievement and desire to grow. It was also more 

common that women preferred a slow growth and approach to own more than one 

micro business instead of invest it all on one business. 

The women’s work in agriculture and the roles at home are very time intensive and 

energy consuming tasks. These tasks are for example providing the family with water 

and food and caring for the elderly. Women spend almost three times as much time as 

men in transports and are often related to tasks like water fetching (Ellis et al., 2007, p. 

28-29). It is also documented that women work longer hours every days compared to 

men. Their leisure time for men is also a lot higher than women’s. Men have got 4.5 

hours a day when women have at the most 2 hours (Blackden & Bhanu, 1999, p. 3-5).  

As a summary of this you could say that the days for women in Tanzania are filled with 

chores and that it is surprising if they ever would have time to work. 
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4. Theory 

This study will be approached from a few different theoretical perspectives.  We have 

chosen to analyze entrepreneurship theory, behavioural theory, entrepreneurial 

processes theory and also theories about women in Tanzania.  

These theories will help create an understanding that includes entrepreneurial 

activities, behaviour in a business organization, courses of events during an 

entrepreneurial process and women’s life situation in Tanzania.  The reason for having 

these different kinds of perspectives is to gain a wider theoretical knowledge. This will 

be the starting point in our research and also connect to our empirical evidence.  

4.1 Who is the entrepreneur? 

 

The field of entrepreneurship is not based on one theory and is a wide conception. 

Plenty of researches have been made trying to identify who and what the entrepreneur 

is in areas from personal characteristics, traits and education. With behaviour we mean 

a manner that any individual got in an organization. This can be important for an 

interaction between the entrepreneur and the people within their business environment. 

We have chosen to take a closer look at behavioural approaches of the entrepreneur 

because we believe that it can have an impact on how successful they are. Therefore we 

are discussing some of these theories that could reflect on our case study. 

Jonsson (2007, p. 11) explains the entrepreneur as a pathfinder, a person that creates 

new ways and can therefore be seen as a threat for other persons.  

Researchers have tried to indentify an entrepreneur with different definitions for 

example, as Schumpeter said, an inventor. Knight saw a risk taker with the capacity to 

se possibilities as profit from the unsecure circumstances. Shackle indentified the 

qualities as creativity and imagines depending on individual background, education, 

attitude and earlier entrepreneurial experiences (Deakins, 1999, p. 11-14). There are 

also discussions in earlier research about if an entrepreneur is born or if 

entrepreneurship is something you can learn (Gansan, Kaur & Maheshwari, 2002, p. 78; 

Gartner, 1988, p. 47). 

An article on the website Entrepreneur.com (Vogan, 2006) counts out traits that are 

important for an entrepreneur to manage their business and get them through difficult 

times. It has been shown that a large number of similar qualities are shared by 

successful businesspeople.  

There are certain musts that have to be fully developed for a business to succeed.  Some 

of the approaches that are found to be crucial are the importance of taking the business 

seriously. Success will never come if the entrepreneur does not truly believe that the 

business is going to work and therefore put some involvement into it. Another important 

aspect is to plan everything to get in total control of every business situation. To reach 

out to the customer and to interact with them is also described to be very important 

(Stephenson, 2009). One article points out the importance of flexibility, business 

orientation and service demand driven as the success factor behind a business 

(Mutimagwe & Kibogoya, 2007, p. 41). 
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Anderson & Ssendi (2009, p. 18) argue that entrepreneurs make opportunities and 

create jobs, but to be able to do this the entrepreneur is in need of ability and 

competence which can only be educated. Entrepreneurship is also defined in the 

literature as a behavioral tendency and that it is neither knowledge nor skills (Geroge, 

2009, p. 3; Mwase, 2009, p. 6). George (2009, p. 3-4) claims that entrepreneurship is 

about making individuals more innovative, willing to undertake and test new things, to 

be a risk taker, visionary, daring, adaptable, achievement-oriented and motivated.      

William Gartner does not agree with the theory that an entrepreneur is born or got some 

specific traits. He discusses in his research that the way of trying to identify who the 

entrepreneur is and what characteristics he or she has got is not the ultimate approach. 

Gartner would rather say that an entrepreneur is a creature in an organization. The 

behavioural procedure in this study of entrepreneurship is that the entrepreneur is seen 

as a set of activities that involves in organization (Gartner, 1988, p. 47).  

 

Gartner’s (1988, p. 47) theory contradicts a lot of other researches, which some has 

been made later than his research, about that the entrepreneur are born or got some 

specific traits. From these two different theories we would like to straighten out what is 

more likely to have a connection to our study. Maybe we will find some equality in both 

or that one is shown to be more significant than the other. Therefore we emanate from 

both theories in our case study. 

 

What skills are then needed in an organization? Gartner (1988, p. 63) suggest that these 

skills are “learn-as-you go”. An entrepreneur who has previous experience from starting 

one organization is more likely to be successful and more competent in the startup 

compared to entrepreneurs who starts a business for the first time. 

The same article is arguing for what the knowledge and skills could be that the 

entrepreneur learns from the first time of setup. He comes to the conclusion that an 

entrepreneur can come to an understanding of how to identify and appraise problems. A 

new organization confronts a lot of problems and some are more important than others. 

The more successful entrepreneur produces new knowledge in judging which problems 

that needs extra awareness.  
 

The results from a study by Gansan et al. (2002, p. 89) have the same opinions as 

Gartner’s theory and showed that women who were new to business faced more 

difficulties compared to women who had some previous experience. This resulted in 

that women who got some kind of training manage the problems that occurred better 

than women who did not get any training. 

 

The researches have also shown that the human factor plays a central part to 

entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial effectiveness (Ntimbwa, 2007, p. 32; Ganza et al., 

2002, p. 78). These human factors is suggested by Gansan et al. (2002, p. 78) and 

includes; background and demographic characteristics of entrepreneurs, beliefs, values, 

orientations and style of leadership. These factors are found within the individuals and 

comes from predominate thinking that entrepreneurs are born.  

Could it be possible that the women who are willing to take risks have the best 

conditions to succeed? Gansa et al. (2002, p. 89) suggests that strategic and practical 

needs is said to be responsible for inspiring women to start their business. The 

microcredit might be the women’s chance to develop innovations, a possibility that is 
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not allocated to women in a developing country like Tanzania. Distress probably creates 

a willingness to change their life situation. 

 

Zhao, Scott and Lumpkin (2009, p. 384) also argue that entrepreneurs is born and 

entrepreneurial performances can be related to the big five personality dimension. The 

ones with higher personality traits are expected to be more successful entrepreneurs. 

The traits that lead people to be attracted to entrepreneurship are the same traits that 

lead them to be successful as entrepreneurs (Zhao H. et al., 2009, p. 397). The five 

categories in The Big Five personality dimension are:  

The conscientiousness dimension describes a person’s level of achievement, work 

motivation, organization and planning. People with high traits of this dimension in their 

personality will more likely be attractive to entrepreneurship because of the work 

conditions, like work goal orientation (Zhao H. et al., 2009, p. 384-385). 

The entrepreneur also has to have openness to experience, which means that the person 

has to be intellectually curious, imaginative, someone who seeks out new ideas and 

alternative values. Self-employment is not a traditional way of employment and 

therefore it is more likely to appeal individuals who are willing to experiment with a 

new lifestyle (Zhao H. et al., 2009, p. 385).  

Emotional stability is also an important trait, because the entrepreneur needs to be an 

emotional stable person who can take on physical and emotional burdens. Entrepreneurs 

have to take a personal responsibility for their actions, both in fail and success. People 

that are not emotional stable are therefore unlikely to want to take on such emotional 

responsibility that is connected with the entrepreneurial role (Zhao H. et al., 2009, p. 

386).     

Extravert people are gregarious, outgoing, warm, and friendly. They are dominant in 

social situations and experience more positive emotions and are optimistic. The job as 

an entrepreneur is often more stimulating and exciting than many traditional jobs, and 

there fore more appealing to extraverts. The entrepreneur will in their every day work 

be involved in social interaction, communicating with different types of persons and 

building networks, and therefore should an extroversive person more likely choose to be 

an entrepreneur (Zhao H. et al., 2009, p. 387).  
 

According to Zhao et al. (2009, p. 394) is agreeableness the trait in the big five 

personality dimension that is not related to entrepreneurial performances. A person that 

has a high level of agreeableness can show sympathy and concern for the needs of 

others and they tend to given in to others when a conflict appears. A person with low 

level of agreeableness is characterized as manipulative, self – centred, suspicious and 

ruthless. Entrepreneurship is about establishing a for–profit business that is built up 

around the entrepreneurs own interest and needs. Sometimes the entrepreneur has to 

take advantage of previous employers, partners, suppliers and even one’s own 

employees. Highly agreeable persons are not like to find entrepreneurship attractive 

(Zhao H. et al., 2009, p. 387 - 388).             

 

We agree with Zhao et al. (2009) that these four personality dimensions are important 

but think that the entrepreneur should have the ability to have both high and low levels 

of agreeableness. Since the entrepreneur can influence both costumers and employees 

they therefore need to know when to show sympathy and concern or when to be 

manipulative and self-centred. Start up a business can be hard and as a result of that the 

entrepreneur need to be tuff in the right situations. In our study we want to look into the 

subject of personal qualities and try to identify how important they are for women in a 
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develop country like Tanzania. Like any other occupation, it is likely that not every 

person will suit to be for example a teacher or a policeman. Probably it is the same in 

the case of entrepreneurship; some people will do a better work than others. Like Zhao 

H. et al. (2009, p. 386-388) mentions, to be a successful entrepreneur the person need to 

have good social skills and don’t be afraid of taking advantage of others.  

 

Baron (2000, p. 16) mentions in his research that it has been shown that people with 

well-developed social skills will have more favourable outcomes in businesses then 

those who do not have these skills. Entrepreneurs are facing many different kinds of 

people in their work like bank personnel, potential customers and employees and if they 

can interact effectively in these face-to-face activities they can increase their profit. 

Entrepreneurs with higher social competence will gain higher financial success (Baron, 

2000, p. 17). Our study will deepen this theory though we proceed from the importance 

of an interaction with the people in the business network. The women in Tanzania will 

need to communicate with customers, possible suppliers, co-workers and the staff at the 

micro credit institutions. 

 

4.2 Women as entrepreneurs  

 

Most of the entrepreneurship studies that have been made relate to the entrepreneurial 

endeavors of men (Singh, 1993, p. 47). In the later days the focus on women has got a 

lot more common. These articles bring up how women behave in an entrepreneurial 

environment and are important for our study for the reason that women are our 

benchmark. 

One study analyzed the effects of entrepreneurial training to low income women that 

develops a small enterprise. The article mentioned that the combinations of training by 

entrepreneurs and networking with the other participants were identified by the women 

as a good combination of the set up in the training programme in starting their own 

business. (Dumas, 2001, p. 39) 

The results of the same study showed that the tuition was helping women to reach their 

goals and to attain self confidence through entrepreneurship. Self employment was 

found in the article to offer individuals the opportunity to increase their income and get 

empowered. (Dumas, 2001, p. 1) 

In 2009 BBC News had an article about that Tanzania had launched a bank for women. 

This bank was said to be different from other banks because it did not require any proof 

of wealth like other banks always requires. Margareth Mattaba Chacha, the managing 

director of the bank, said that many women hesitate to come forward for the reason that 

they felt insecure about themselves. When these women received microcredit from this 

bank they started to believe in themselves became more empowered. The program was 

trying to reach out to women by providing help from professional to enable them handle 

the micro credit procedure (BBC, 2009). We are going to investigate if the women we 

are contacting receive any training after gaining a micro-credit. To get an overview 

about this we are going to contact the micro finance institutions to find out if the micro 

credit comes with training.  

Another article called Gender and economic growth in Tanzania; creating opportunities 

for women also brought up that the micro credit conducing economic empowerment for 
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women. This appeared to cause discontent from their husbands though developing a 

business took a lot of time from the chores at home (Ellis et al., 2007, p. 3).  In our 

research we are going to consider if the women who managed to develop and expand a 

successful business are single, widows or has got supporting husbands. Could it be 

possible that women who did not succeed with their business depended upon resistance 

from husbands?  Sharing the chores at home might not be a possibility for some women. 

With our field study we are hoping to get an insight in these women’s life to find out if 

having a husband and a family responsibility becomes an obstacle in developing a 

successful business for women in Tanzania. 

4.3 Entrepreneurship as a process  

 

In our case study approach we are investigating how the process from thoughts of 

starting a business to managing a successful enterprise works. One research is 

suggesting that   entrepreneurial knowledge comes from a learning process (Politis, 

2005, p. 9). We want to find out what the backgrounds factors are for managing a 

successful enterprise. 

An article by Politis (2005, p. 261) comes to a conclusion that the entrepreneurial 

process is a lifelong learning process that proceeds both before and after the start up of 

the enterprise. With this approach the entrepreneurial process can be described as 

process where you learn from your mistakes and develops skills from new possibilities 

and previous experiences.  Another study agrees with this theory and says that an 

entrepreneur learns from trial and error (Ganesan, Kaur & Maheshwari 2002, p. 75) The 

theory gets support from Gartner’s Behavioral approach that we discusses in 3.2 

The article by Politis (2005, p. 263-267) mentions that the entrepreneurial experiences 

come from previous work experiences. It also brings up the importance of a social 

network that can provide the entrepreneur benefits through their knowledge. Therefore 

we are willing to find out what previous work experiences the women have got from the 

past.     

Another research described what moves entrepreneurial dreamers to action. How we se 

ourselves and who we would like to be has a big importance to how we will act. To 

become an entrepreneur the individual need to recognize opportunities, create a plan 

how to take advantage of the opportunity. After that stage it is important to realise how 

to make profits from the plan (Farmer, Kung-Mcintyre & Yao, 2009, p. 1). In our 

interviews we want to investigate what made them start their business and if the women 

has any strategic made plan on how the business would expand. 

The result from the same study showed that neither motivation nor competence alone 

has a impact on the entrepreneurial process (Farmer et al., 2009, p. 22). From this we 

are going to investigate what other factors could be part of the entrepreneurial process. 

Jansson (2007, p. 4) mentions that it is important with a thought about and a inspiring 

target state if you are starting a big project, and none the least when you are starting a 

new business. Every person have a target state, even if they now it or not. Humans need 

to put up inspiring goals to achieve to feel good and make the weekday enjoyable or at 

least intolerable. It can be simple things like what you are going to do on the weekend 

or on your vacation. But to fulfill your dreams (target state) you need to work (Jansson, 
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2007, p. 5). We want to look deeper into this question and see what target state or goals 

the women in Tanzania have. 

Vesa Puhakka (2007, p. 20) mentions that to become a successful entrepreneur you need 

to do more than manage the present, focus in the business process and the future. The 

market is changing quickly and the competition is hard, the best way to handle that is to 

develop readiness for new businesses. Sarasvathy (2010, p. 9) means that the 

environment cannot be controlled or even planed therefore it is smart to concentrate on 

searching new opportunities than be stuck in how the business is today. 

 

An entrepreneur also needs to have a positive self-image, believe in them self as an 

entrepreneur and the ability to finish a project. What are your strong sides and what 

needs to be compensated? This self-image is created mostly in the interaction with other 

persons (Jansson, 2007, p. 13). When becoming an entrepreneur it is vital with a 

positive self-image because it will be tuff in the beginning. Individuals will think of you 

as a threat and question your ability. When creating a new idea, it is important to know 

how the marketplace looks like and the conditions.     
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4.4 Description of theoretical setup 

 

With this model we are trying to summarize and clarify our main theories and show 

how these are related to each other. Our three headlines “Who is the entrepreneur”, 

“Women as entrepreneurs and “Entrepreneurs as a process” contain important concepts 

discussed from all the different headlines point of view. “Who is the entrepreneur” 

include theories about experiences, traits/behaviour and training/education. While 

“Women as entrepreneurs” also include training/education and traits/behaviour and 

“Entrepreneurship as a process” discuss theories about experience and traits/behaviour. 

We made this model to make it easier for the reader to follow our structure and to see 

different concept from our diverse headlines perspective.  

 

Figure 1 – Model of the theoretical setup.  
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5. Mode of procedure 

This part will elucidate how the actual study has been carried out and present 

information about how the respondents were selected, our method approach, and 

interview settings and how we proceeded to gain our empirical evidence. This chapter 

will hopefully make the reader understand the circumstances about our procedure to 

reach our respondents. In the end we will also present criticism to our chosen 

approach. 

5.1Method approach 

 

This research was performed by qualitative interviews which means that it did not 

follow a survey but instead focusing on the interactive process that is situational 

constrained and involves the researcher as well. A qualitative research setting is built up 

as conversation between the researcher and the respondent and it tries to construct a 

social reality where also values are present and explicit (Bryman, 2001, p.13). This can 

be explained as the importance of putting value to what the respondents really are 

saying and get an understanding about their life situation. A qualitative interview is an 

interaction between the two parts and the goal is to obtain information about the 

respondent. The interviewer controls the topic and direction of the conversation and the 

respondent provides with almost all information (Neuman, 2006, p. 305) 

As mentioned before we have chosen to do semi-structured interviews as a type of a 

qualitative interview approach. These types of interviews can vary from the interview 

depending on the circumstances. The interviewer can ask further questions in response 

of what are seen as significant answers (Bryman, 2001, p. 110). For our research we 

believe that this would be the best approach when we want to interview women in 

different environments and depending on their answers and businesses attendant 

questions could vary.  

For the first interviews we used a recorder to make sure that all of the answers would be 

possible to hear again if necessary. This was voluntarily and if any of the respondents 

would not want the interview to be recorded we would have respected that. After a 

while we realized that the recorder did not work the way we wanted it to. It was hard to 

hear the respondents answer thus to the noises in the surroundings. After the first 

interview we also decided to have an interpreter because of the respondent’s English 

difficulties. We tried to put the questions in different sentences, but it would still be a 

bit problematic for them to understand and give us a proper answer. Therefore we used 

interpreters for the rest of the 7 interviews; this helped us avoid language difficulties. 

We also wrote down as much as we could during the interview. One of us was asking 

the questions while the other wrote down detailed notes and filled in if necessary. This 

made it possible to for us to both concentrate on the persons answers, their body 

language and the surroundings. 

For a greater understanding both of us also practiced active listening to serve attendant 

questions when needed. Immediately after interview we transcribed all the answers and 

observation into more detailed information to the computer, this because none of the 

empirical evidence would slip our mind.  
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5.2 Selection of respondents 

 

We had decided before our arrival in Tanzania to interview an amount of 10 women. 

We made that choice because the lack of time we had in the country and our supervisor 

thought that 10 women would be enough for a bachelor thesis. We got hold of e-mails 

to people that could help us when we arrived in the country, like earlier exchange 

students, professors and business owners and had e-mail contact with them a few weeks 

before we arrived. This was possible cause Umeå University and especially the 

geography department had a lot of connections with the University of Dar es Salaam 

and other individuals that they shared with us.  

When we arrived in Tanzania we had already meetings planned and that made it 

possible for us to start our work immediately. All of our contact persons received 

information about our study through e-mail and almost all of them were willing to help 

us. 

The selection of respondents representing female business owners were picked out 

when we were in Tanzania. One of our contacts had told us before that he would be able 

to set us up with 10 women. After the help we got to do the first interview in Dar es 

Salaam we realised that it would be interesting for our research to pick respondents 

from other part of the country, to get a better picture of the situation in Tanzania. 

Therefore we went to Shinyanga were we had another contact who help us to meet up 

with 5 women. This man worked actively in the church and knew more or less the 

whole city. We also went to Kilimanjaro were we got some help from some friends to 

interview 3 women. For the 10th woman we decided that Dar es Salaam would be a 

good place to carry out the last interview. We tried to contact the man that set us up 

with the first respondent but he never returned our calls. Instead we went asking 

different shop owners in town together with our friend that also was our interpreter until 

we got hold of our last respondent.  

All of the 10 women were asked if they wanted to have anonymity in the research but 

none of them saw it as a problem to use their real name and be in pictures. We thought 

that by not using the respondent’s real name could undermine the trustworthiness in the 

study. On the other hand this could have made the women feel more insecure in sharing 

their thoughts and feelings with us.  We will still argue for that their willingness to 

participate with real names would not have affected their answers and that this made the 

thesis more real and interesting. Because of that we are still aware of the ethical issue 

confidentiality we still decided to only use their first names of their own protection.  

5.3 Sampling 

 

Sample means a smaller set of cases a researcher selects from a larger amount that is 

supposed to generalize the population. In qualitative research the focus is less on the 

sample's representativeness than on how the sample of small cases illuminates social 

life (Neuman, 2006, p. 219). 

This research focus was not to generalize the whole population but to get an 

understanding about the women’s entrepreneurial process through their own thoughts 

and experiences. As mentioned before the focal point is on quality rather than quantity 

in the sample of respondents. To be able to aim as much necessary information as 
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possible we built up the interview as background information about the women, the 

business and future plan. For a better understanding about the women as individuals we 

also tried to ask questions about qualities that made it possible for them to succeed. Due 

to the time limitation of 8 weeks for the field study in Tanzania all our respondents had 

to be found and the interview been made during this time. 

The selection of respondents varied between snowball sampling which means that the 

researcher makes contacts with one certain group who are relevant to the subject and 

then uses these to get in contact with others (Bryman, 2001, p. 98) We used this 

approach when we through our entrepreneur-contacts got hold of the female 

entrepreneurs. The other sampling approach we used was sequential sampling for our 

last interview was we walked around and asked female business owners if they could 

participate in our study. Sequential sampling means that the researcher uses a wide 

range of methods to locate possible cases and continues until the diversity of cases is 

filled (Neuman, 2006, p. 222-224). 

5.4 Design of the interview guide 

 

Only the main subject of the thesis was informed to the respondents. This because we 

did not want them to form answers they though would fit the interview. We wanted to 

get as genuine answers as possible and therefore we made questions with no intentions 

of answers we were looking for.  

To receive answers that the best reflects the respondent’s actual feelings, thoughts and 

opinions we decided to form questions that were formed open. Leading questions were 

therefore avoided so that our own involvement would be as small as possible. We made 

questions that often started with the words “how...” and “describe...” so the women 

could tell us as much as possible with their own words about their business. This made 

the conversation in the interview go on and we filled in when we wanted them to 

develop some answers to make a better understanding ( Neuman, 2006, p. 287).  

When we conducted the interview guide we tried to always have our research question 

in mind. We did this in hope that the result we got from the interviews was in line with 

our purpose of the research. Our thoughts with the questions were that they also could 

give us an understanding about the women’s situations, why they became entrepreneurs 

and the background facts to why they succeeded. Why designed the questions in line 

with the theories we have discussed in earlier chapter. We wanted to know who the 

entrepreneur is and if there are any characteristics that are needed. Is the entrepreneur 

born or is it something you can learn as you go? How important is the family situation 

and support to succeed? And we wanted to know the women’s process, where they 

started and how they got to the place where they are today.  

5.5 Observations  

 

When observing the surroundings of a new place, there are many things that can give 

you a hint of who the persons in this environment are. The social implications of the 

physical surroundings are more important for the researcher then the surroundings 

themselves (Bailey, 2007, p. 85). 
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If you are looking at the size of a room, the dimensions will become meaningful when 

you understand what the purpose of the room is (Bailey, 2007, p. 86). In our case it will 

be interesting to look at the size of the store because it will give us a hint of how many 

customer they have and how good the business is. 

We will also note our impressions of the sounds of the surroundings, both in and around 

the stores, to see what they tell us and how they make us feel. We will furthermore pay 

attention to the tangible objectives in the surroundings. What do the objects indicate 

about status? What does the atmosphere seem to convey? (Bailey, 2007, p. 86) 

The smell of the setting is also important. Is the smell clean? This can be important in 

clothing stores for example. Does it smell new or old? 

The observations we are going to do will be a complement to our interviews for the 

reason that we want to enlarge our comprehension about the women’s life situation. We 

believe that people are influence by their natural environment and therefore we wanted 

to take these observations into consideration to create a better understanding about the 

entrepreneurial process. 

5.6 The Interview settings 

 

All of the interviews have taken place at the women’s shops, this because we wanted the 

women to feel comfortable in the setting and that we also wanted to observe the 

surroundings.   

The environments where the interview took place were quite the same between the 7 

sessions. All of the interviews were conducted in the women’s own businesses, which is 

a known environment for them and they can feel secure. None of the interview took 

place in an actual office because most of the women owned a small-scale business and 

did just have the shop to work in. Therefore the surroundings were not so quite and 

private all the time, people was walking just outside the store, cars driving by and loud 

music was playing from restaurants nearby. But to avoid the most of the disturbing 

moments we arranged the meetings early in the morning so the disturbance from 

customers and environment would not affect us that much.        

The last interview we did was different from the others, both in the settings and with the 

amount of respondents. It took place in one of the business owner’s house and included 

2 other women, they all had their own business but they had also started an organisation 

together. The businesses they had were so small that they did not have an actual store, 

therefore was it easier and more quite to do the interview in their home. But one of the 

women’s husbands was present which was disturbing for us, because when we asked 

some questions to the women he answered them instead. But with help from our 

interpreter we got him to understand that the research was only about the women’s 

thoughts.  

The amount of the time for the interviews differed between 40 minutes to one hour, but 

the last interview with the three women took 2 hours.    

 

5.7 Analysing the collected data  

 

All of the interviews were made by us, the researchers of this study, but with help from 
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an interpreter so there would be no errors due to the language. The transcribing of the 

interviews, which we did to get a deeper understanding to what have been said, was 

made only by us. We wanted to make sure that we remembered every part of the 

interview and therefore transcribed the data immediately afterwards the interviews. We 

made one case out of each interview and also wrote down our observations from the 

different occasions. After we had completed all the interviews we decided to make a 

summary out of the cases to clarify what had been said during the different courses of 

events. We also wanted to see what if there were any similarities or differences between 

the 10 women’s entrepreneurial process. The findings of the study were later discussed 

and compared with theory.  Our empirical evidence could verify some of the used 

theories while other previous research did not comport with our findings.   

5.8 The quality of the study  

 

There are two primary criteria when writing a qualitative study; these are 

trustworthiness and authenticity. Trustworthiness has four sub-criteria which are 

credibility, transferability, dependability and conformability. Credibility means that the 

writers have to establish that the results of the study is believable, the participant is the 

only one who can judge this (Bryman, 2007, p. 377).  We have used an interpreter to 

make shore that we better understand the respondents and we also duplicated some 

questions to minimize mistakes. Because we are doing a qualitative study with in-depth 

interviews we think that we better can understand the social world the women are living 

in. 

Transferability means that the researchers need to understand the culture they are 

investigating and give rich accounts of the details of a culture (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p. 

413). The fact that the study is conducted in Tanzania and the culture here is different 

from Sweden, can both have a negative and positive impact on our research.  On the 

positive side we see differences in the culture that can be hard to detect when you are a 

part of it.  A negative impact could be that we misinterpret the respondents and things 

we observe because we see things based from our own culture. To reduce the negative 

impact we have spent eight weeks in Tanzania to get a better understanding for the 

culture differences and how the society works. 

When conducting our qualitative research it is also important to think about the 

dependability, and refers to if the study would result in the same conclusion if it is 

preformed at another time or by another researcher. In our study we look into the 

women’s thoughts about entrepreneurship and their own point of view, which means 

that the material is subjective and might not be the same if the study would be 

conducted at another time or by another researcher. 

The last sub-criteria in trustworthiness is conformability and means that the researchers 

should try to make sure that the have acted in good faith, and not overtly allow personal 

values or theoretical inclinations to influence the design and conclusions of the research. 

To live up to the conformability criteria in our research we have been precautious when 

preceding the results (Bryman, 2008, p. 379).   

Except these four trustworthiness criteria’s there are some criteria for authenticity. This 

criteria deal with questions about fairness and how the study can improve the situation 

for the respondents in different aspects (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p. 414). In this study we 

want to create a better understanding for women entrepreneurs in Tanzania and we do 
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not think that the study it self will improve the situation for the women, but it can give 

others a deeper understanding for the women’s situations and how to make it better. 

Therefore can the authenticity criteria of this study be hard to evaluate.             

5.9 Criticism of the method       

 

The aim with this study was to get a better understanding about the entrepreneurial 

process for women in Tanzania. We felt that the best way to do this was through semi-

structured interviews. This because we did want to minimize our involvement and make 

sure we did not lead the interview in our desired direction. 

It has been said that the qualitative research is not objective, especially depending on 

the human interface that is a crucial part of the interview situation (Kvale, 1997, p. 64). 

By objective in this research we mean natural, this because qualitative research often 

begins in an open-ended way and gradual narrowing down of research questions and 

problems (Kvale, 1997, p. 64). If the interview is not objective and for example 

interviewer might ask leading questions will affect the whole research because it would 

loose its trustworthiness.  

There are other problems with unstructured interviews because it is almost impossible 

to conduct a true replication, this because there are hardly any procedures to be 

followed. The interviewer them self in a qualitative research is the main instrument of 

the data collection. What is observed and heard by the investigator is also depending on 

what the investigator are interested in finding out (Bryman, 2008, p. 391). We are not 

experienced interviewers and it could be possible that we might lead the interview in 

one direction unconsciously in hope to get as much information as possible. We did 

though do out best not for this to happened. One important aspect was to trust our 

institutions when it came to asking questions, feel and hear inclinations in the interview. 

We also tried are best to be able to follow up on interesting answers as attendant 

questions.  

We decided to only do 10 interviews and therefore it will be impossible to generalize 

how the entrepreneurial process works for all women in Tanzania. Even though we 

wanted to get an understanding about the female entrepreneurs we also knew that this 

would not represent all of the women. A case study is not a sample from one particular 

part of the population but to rather generalize to theory than the population (Bryman, 

2008, p. 391). The aim of this study was therefore to create an understanding about our 

female respondents and resubmit to theories. 

5.9 Criticism of primary data 

 

The truthfulness of the interviews is a risk because it concerned that the respondent are 

telling the truth and not to little nor to much.  The women we interviewed may have 

exaggerated the positive prospects of their business and process to make it expand.  One 

problem we noticed during the interviews was that the women sometimes had a hard 

time understanding our questions. Even though we had an interpreter we had to rephrase 

the questions both to the interpreter and sometimes to the women. Therefore it might 

have been some communication problems that had lent to some error in the given 

answers. 
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We used an interpreter to minimize communication problems, this because some of the 

women we interviewed did not speak or understand English well. Therefore the 

interpreter can have made his own understanding from what the respondent said and 

then we interpreted what he said to us. Therefore the problem with double interpretation 

can have occurred regarding the interviews.    

A disadvantage with semi structured interviews is the fact that the results might various 

and therefore make it difficult generalizes to other settings (Bryman, 2001, p. 282). 

We also noticed that the women had some difficulties in talking about themselves and 

personal qualities. When we asked to name some qualities they had that they thought 

had made the business succeed we always got answers about the business and not them 

self. From our observations we could though take notice of their way of behaving and 

from that find some answers to it anyway. 

We will also consider that what the women say is not always how they act in real life. 

For all women costumer care was the most important factor of the business. From 

observing them it looked like some of the women did not appreciate customers at all at 

gave to impression of being bothered when they arrived. It is hard to separate people 

from how they want to be and how they do act in the reality. Maybe some of our 

respondents just had a bad day and are normally really customer friendly.  

The respondents are likely to be affected by the characteristics of the researcher and 

often will be influenced by the subjective leanings of a researcher. Therefore it is said to 

be impossible to get the same answers if retaking the study (Bryman, 2001, p. 282) 

During the interviews we had to trust or intuition and if we did not understand what was 

saying we asking the women to clarify it. If the respondents have said things that are not 

the whole truth it will be impossible for us to know. But as we tried are hardest to gain 

answers through questions and observations we think that these risks are small and that 

we would get the similar answers if we visited them again. 

5.10 Delimitations of the study 

 

The biggest delimitations of out research in Tanzania were the communication issue. 

Some women did not understand the word entrepreneur which the starting point in our 

whole study. If we would have had more time than our 8 weeks in Tanzania we might 

have translated some questions to Swahili to make sure the interpreter asked the 

questions as we wanted. 

Another delimitation was that we had some difficulties to understand how successful 

their business were. All business had expanded which was our definition to successful 

but the differences in the size, capital and capacity of the business were major. This but 

a interesting view on the research even though the comparison between them gets 

harder.  

We also chose to only interview women. It had been interesting to investigate the 

entrepreneurial process from both men and women’s point of view. Due to the lack of 

time this would have not been possible.  
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6. Presentation of results 

 

Case 1 – Mrs Williams 

We arrived to Chambonge, a few kilometres outside the city centre of Dar es Salaam. 

This was a typical village with small houses and shops on both sides of the road. Mrs 

Williams picked us up from the bus stop and our first impression of her was a colourful 

woman in her 40´s. She was excited to meat us and we walked together with her to her 

shop, that was located a few minutes walk from the bus stop and most of the other 

shops.  

Her shop was a nice contrast from the rest of the shops on the street, because it was 

clean, modern and did not have the smell of food that almost every other shop has. Her 

shop was about 12 square meters and she was selling her own made batik clothes, she 

also had a few accessories like shoes, necklaces and pillowcases. Mrs Williams has 4 

fulltime workers, and when it is busy she hires more people to produce the fabric.  

Mrs Williams started to tell us about her background and what made her become an 

entrepreneur. She went to school up to sixth grade and later on she took some courses in 

accounting, but they were not academically. For some time she worked as an accountant 

and on the side she was doing her hobby that she loved, batik clothes. One day got tired 

of her job and thought about the possibilities of open up a shop and doing her hobby 

fulltime. But first she was afraid about the idea because she had a family that was 

depended on her and the money she earned from her job as accountant. After some time 

of consultation, she encouraged her self to fulfil her dream, and when she got the micro-

credit nothing stood in her way. What also made it possible to start up the business was 

the support and help she got from her husband.  

In 2002 she received the micro-credit from a organisation called HOT and she slowly 

started to develop her business. The organisation arranged courses for women that were 

in the beginning of starting up a business and she learned a lot through these meetings.  

Mrs Williams realized early the importance of advertising her business and create good 

network with possible customers. This because she wanted reach so many potential 

customers as she could without spending much money. She realized that the customers 

will not know of the business until she makes them aware of it. When we asked her 

what could be the reason behind her success compared to other female entrepreneurs, 

she mentioned that others did not advertise their business and just expected the 

customers to show up.  

To expand her business she was in need of a bigger loan which helped her to enlarge her 

assortment. Repayment of the loan is depending on the business turnover and she is 

paying a 30 % interest. Mrs William mentioned that she now has some problems to 

repay the loan because the business has not been as good for the last 1, 5 years 

compared to when she started the business. She thinks that this may have been caused 

by the financial crises and now she is hoping that business will improve soon. To attract 

new customers Mrs Williams changes her assortment continuously and she has now 

also started to sell her fabrics to retailers in other countries, like Kenya and Uganda. She 

thinks it is great to export clothes because she can sell many items at the same time 

compared to the customers that comes into her shop and only buy one item at the time. 
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When we asked her what have been the biggest challenge over the years she says that 

lack of customers, which brings less money. She has also learned over some time that 

she can’t just make things she prefer, she also needs to be aware of the markets 

demands.  

Mrs Williams is very grateful of the help she has got from the organisation and she has 

developed knowledge through entrepreneurship that she did not have from at the 

beginning. One example is to better organize her business, how to plan and how to book 

income and costs. She mentions that she keeps developing in these areas. 

Mrs Williams says that she managed to get through tuff times thanks to her husband, he 

has been a big help and supporting her business.  In the start up point of the business she 

had made up a plan in her head of how she wanted the business to become and how the 

business could grow. Things didn’t really turned out as she imagined in the beginning, 

mostly because of money issues.  

She describes her self as tuff and goal orientated person. Because she is doing 

something she really loves it was easier for her to put a lot of time into her business. She 

also seems to be a happy and kind woman. Mrs Williams defined an entrepreneur as 

someone who can see the opportunity to make money and fulfil their dream. In the 

future she wants to become a bigger supplier to larger companies and she is hoping that 

money will not be an issue anymore.  

Case 2 - Pendo 

 

Our second woman lived in Shinyanga which is situated about 1000 km from Dar es 

Salaam. Her name is Pendo and she is in her 30’s. She owns a 12 square meters shop 

that is called Opendo, which in English translation means love. Pendo started her 

business 2006 and from the beginning she was only selling baby clothes. The idea of 

starting a business had been her dreams since she was young. Her father owned a shop 

and she used to help him a lot there growing up. This dream of setting up a clothing 

store came true when she received a micro credit from the bank NMB.  

 

Pendo has no employees because she is not able to afford it. The daily hours are long, 

starting from 7 am to 8 pm. She is married and has got two children, the children are yet 

too young to help her in the shop. Her husband is a policeman and is often too busy to 

help her with the business. 

She did not finish secondary school because she quit after half the time. A dream for the 

future is to start studying again, but now she does not have the money or time go on 

with it right now. Pendo is interested in learning more about business management for 

the reason that she wants to expand her business further.  

Her shop was placed in a busy street where there were a lot of other clothing shops. Our 

impression of the shop was that it looked structured and clean. It smelt good in there 

and we felt a relaxed entering the shop. Pendo was also laid back as a person and spoke 

really quiet. A contact person from Shinyanga was with us during the whole interview 

and translated what she said. This because she had difficulties with the English 

language and preferred talking Swahili to our interpreter. An obstacle for Pendo is that 

many shops in the same area sells similar clothes, mainly women’s clothing but also 

some for men and children. Another problem is capital, this because she first buys the 
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products from retailers and then sells it the costumers. If the customers do not have the 

same preferences as she has, she does not get any money for the clothes. Pendo think it 

can be hard to meet the markets demands. Despite that it is hard sometimes she still 

want the business to expand. Pendo said that the most important aspect for the business 

to work is to have good costumer relationships. She tries to develop these relationships 

by phoning the costumers when something new has arrived or asking them if there is 

anything particular they want from the retailers.  

Pendo has problems with describing her own qualities that had made her succeed with 

her business. She tend to rather mention the business characteristics that are important 

in general and not her own. She said though that she is good at keeping statistics for 

example how many items of clothing that has been sold and which products that are the 

most popular. After some time during the interview she also said that she think of 

herself as a risk taker because she was brave enough to take a loan and start the business 

by herself. Pendo also pointed out the importance of being creative and follow the 

markets demands. Therefore she is changing her products after different seasons. One 

example is that she buys lots of children’s clothing when the schools is about to start 

because of the higher demand. Pendo believe that she has developed as an entrepreneur 

because she now realizes the importance of variations and has expanded upon a wider 

assortment. 

What Pendo has learned during the entrepreneurial process is to not lose her faith. When 

things get rough she tries to make some changes to make it better. When we asked 

Pendo what the word entrepreneur meant to her she said that she did not understand and 

claimed that the word was too difficult to explain because of its many meanings. Her 

vision for the future is to own a big shop and sell a lot of clothes. She wants grow as a 

business woman and be economic independent.  

Case 3 - Happiness 

 

Our third respondents name is Happiness and she is a woman in her 50’s. She ownes a 

clothing store for men, women and children in Shinyanga. The shop is a bit bigger than 

other stores we have been visiting, about 20 square meters. She is a widow with four 

children and one of her sons is a college student that is helping her a lot in the store. She 

has received a micro-credit from NMB bank. Besides from her son she does not have 

any employees. The idée of starting a clothing store came to mind when she realized 

that she wanted to make a better life for her family. She started the business when her 

husband was still alive, about 9 years ago.  

She started by doing a research of what was possible to sell in the area and found out 

that the markets demand was clothes. Happiness did not want to sell food because of the 

waste of throwing it away if it didn’t sell. She thought that clothes were a more 

consistent product. When she opened up the store she advertised it to friends and 

relatives but did not use media because of the high costs. She put up a sign with the 

shops name, Nzua Mukende, which means God is good.    

Happiness finished secondary school and then dropped out of college after some time 

because she had some problems in her family, and was needed at home with her parents. 

She hasn’t got any previous experiences of starting a business, but through the NMB 

bank she got the chance to take a course in business development. Happiness thought 

the course was very helpful and she learned how to maximize the profit, speculate in the 
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market and expand the business.  

The assortment in the store has changed throughout time. At first she only sold clothes, 

but recently she also started to sells underwear and shoes. Our impression of the shop 

was that it was quite nice and Happiness looked like a happy, well dressed African 

woman.   

Happiness has developed her business skill because she now listens more to customer 

needs. In the beginning she sold things that she thought was nice and wasn’t attentive to 

the customer’s demands. Now, for example, if the customers asks about something that 

she don’t have she goes to another store down the street and buys it from them and then 

sell it to her customer. By doing this she does not earn as much as she could of, but the 

customer will go back to her shop next time too instead choosing another. 

Happiness business today does not go as well as before. She thinks it has to do with the 

financial crises and hope that it will get better soon. 

Through the years in the business she have learned to understand the market and how 

the find her customers. A lot of other stores in Shinyanga buy their clothes from 

suppliers in Dar es Salaam but she knows that her customers prefer clothes from 

Uganda. For that reason she differs from other shop owners.  

To succeed as an entrepreneur Happiness thinks that you have to be creative and 

passionate about what you do. She has learned a lot from exchanging knowledge with 

other shop owners on the street, but always remembers that they also are competitors.  

Happiness says that business is a relationship and therefore you need to care for these 

relationships to keep the customers. When we asked her about personal qualities, she 

had difficulties answering us. She mentioned though that the behaviour of an 

entrepreneur comes with knowledge about customer care and how the market proceeds.     

Case 4 - Eve 

 

This entrepreneurs name is Eve and owns a clothes shop on another street in Shinyanga.  

She is married to a minister and has got three children. The family is not involved in her 

business. The name of the shop is Nagasu which are the first two letters in her three 

children’s names.  Eve hasn’t got any employees and work in the shop every day. She 

sells children’s and teenagers clothing. 

Eve was a housewife before she came up with her business idea. She was bored of just 

staying at home and wanted to make something for herself. She began to sell clothes 

from her home but received a micro credit that made it possible to open her own shop. 

To manage the chores at her house she has hired some help because of the long hours 

spent in the shop. Eve has only got primary education but has been to some seminars 

from the bank NMB where she got the micro-credit from. She thought these seminars 

were really helpful because she gained some theoretical knowledge in business 

establishment.  

Before she became a housewife she had some smaller shops where she sold sweets. For 

that reason she had some experiences in business management, even though the earlier 

shops were a lot smaller.  
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Our impression of the shop was that it did not look as nice as the others we had seen. 

This because the clothes were a bit dirty and the shop itself was too big for its 

assortment. A bus station was located nearby and dust was blowing into the shop. This 

made the whole shop look dirty. Eve was not as friendly and welcoming as the other 

respondents that we had met.  

She thinks that good customer care and good relations with customers outside the city 

has made the business proceed. She also thinks she is good at reading the markets 

demand. Eve has got some friends who also are business owners and they exchange 

useful knowledge between each other.  

Problems that have arisen since the start up can be related to the lack of capital. She has 

gain many small loans to keep the business alive.  For example it is a problem when 

customers pays on credit and does not pay on time. It has happened that they don not 

pay at all, but in these cases she contacts the police. Another problem is price 

instability, sometimes when she buys from retailers they put up the price on her 

products. To keep the customers, she buys from the retailers any way and sell it for an 

unchanged price, but makes a lower profit.  

When we asked Eve how she has grown as an entrepreneur she talks about the business 

development and not about herself. She says it was too hard to answer these personal 

questions because she does not think in these directions.  When we rebuilt the question 

she did say that she has learned to be dynamic. By that she means that you can not be 

stuck in the presence, you have to focus on the future and be creative. Eve’s vision for 

the future is to be out of depth and own a big shop.  

Case 5 - Edina 

 

Our fifth respondents name is Edina and owned an office supplies shop which sold 

papers, accounting book etc. She is 55 years old and a widow with four kids. The name 

of the shop is Mewa Maleco which she got from the first letters from her kids names. 

Edina did not receive a micro credit to start up the business but to expand it. She also 

owned a guesthouse and two other smaller shops. The Mewa Meleco had four 

employees and was a really popular shop. 

She started her career as a teacher and went to a collage to get a teaching degree. Her 

husband was a businessman at that time and supported her to start up her own 

enterprise. Edina opened her first shop in 1994 and started to sell clothes and shoes. 

Soon she found out that the customers were in need of a office supplies shop. From the 

bank NMB that she gained the micro credit and also received some help through 

different seminaries to develop her business skills. Edina is also part of an association 

called Tanzanian association of female entrepreneurs where women can exchange 

knowledge and experiences. 

Since the start up some changes has been made in the shop, the assortment has now 

become bigger and varies after customer demands. But it has not always been easy for 

Edina, costumers sometimes buys on credit and does not pay on time.  When that 

happens she follows up the costumer to make sure that they will pay sooner or later. 

Another problem that has occurred is that the products sometimes are broken or in bad 

shape and the costumer wants a refund. Edina is now more aware of the quality of her 

products. Business is also dynamic and changing with seasons, sometimes the shop is 
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busy and other times not. Therefore it is important to make plans in the organisation 

because the costs of the employees will remain even if the business is bad.  

We thought that her shop looked well organized, modern and large compare to other 

shop on the street. Edina was a big African woman with a lot of authority. Her 

employees were also really friendly.  

Edina knows how to handle customers, when to be kind and sometimes hard. Other 

qualities that she said was important for her business were to be creative and be able to 

work a lot. Edina said that she thinks she has got the traits that are needed to be a good 

manager and that has showed off on her successful business. When we ask her about 

more personal traits she cannot give us examples of what that may be. But one thing she 

said was that she was good at controlling the business and be aware of the capital and 

costs.  

She has grown as an entrepreneur by learning as you go. She has expanded her skills in 

book keeping and costumer care. She has also learned that good relations with the 

costumers are equal to a successful business. The meaning of entrepreneurship for her is 

all about creativity and taking opportunities.  

Her thoughts about the future are to get the shop more computerised; she wants to be 

able to have all her book keeping on the computer. Edina’s son has soon finished 

university and her plan for him is teach her about computers and later on to take over 

the shop. She wants to retire in 10 years time.  

Case 6 - Lydia 

 

Our last respondent in Shinyanga was Lydia and she owned a clothing store which 

specialist in formal clothing for men and women. She is married to a man who also is an 

entrepreneur and has got two children. The name of the store was Mama Chuma. The 

shop was from the beginning her mothers and Lydia used to help the mother when she 

was younger. 

Before she took over her mothers shop she was a student at the Open University of Dar 

es Salaam, were she took courses in business management. She took over the shop in 

2005 when her mother moved to Dar es Salaam and opened a new shop. Lydia did not 

at first get a micro credit, but later she needed one to expand the business. The biggest 

change she has made since she took over the shop is to specialize more in formal wear 

which she buys from China. 

In our eyes the shop looked nice but it was hard to really see the clothes because the 

suites were all covered in plastic. Lydia herself was a kind and modern looking younger 

women. The shop was placed on a street a bit further away from the centre where not 

many other clothing shops were located.  

Lydia has got one employee who works for her daily, this because she has got other 

obligations such as working for a help organisation in the city. She normally arrives to 

the shop in the afternoons to make sure that everything is okay.  

Problems that have occurred during this process are difficulties to find clothes that 

attract customers.  She tries to solve this problem by asking customers what their 

preferences are before she buys the products. In Shinyanga, it is also common to talk 
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another language that is typical for this area. Lydia sometimes has problems with the 

communication with these customers. To solve this she is using body language to make 

it possible for a sale any way. Her husband is also giving her advises about how to run 

the shop because of his own experiences as an entrepreneur.  

Lydia thinks that creativity is important to succeed in a business. Polite language to 

customer is also of importance and she says that good customer relationship also comes 

with better businesses.  

What Lydia has learned during the entrepreneurial process is to how to communicate 

with all types of people and make a better life for her and her family. Customer care is 

important for succeeding in businesses To learn more about managing a business Lydia 

likes to visit other shops to see how the competitors are running their shops. She also 

thinks she is good at delegating responsibilities to her employee. 

The word entrepreneur means to Lydia someone that develops something and controls 

an enterprise.  

In future Lydia wants to expand the business further and is already thinking about 

buying the shop next door to enlarge the store.  

 

Case 7- Mary, Ruth, Beatress  

 

In Kilimanjaro we interviewed an organisation called VIKOBA. The organisation has 

40 members and was founded in 2007. Ruth, Beatress and Mary are the three women 

that started the organisation. VIKOBA is a small organisation that is situated in a village 

in Kilimanjaro who gives small micro-loans to local female entrepreneurs. The women 

fulfilled an idea because they knew how hard life can be and wanted to change their 

own lives and help others.  To be able to borrow money the borrower need to pay a 

small amount of money to the organisation, from 2.000 Tsh up to 6.000 Tsh. When that 

is done they are allowed to borrow three times the money they paid. The money needs 

to be repaid in a period of three month, but afterwards they are allowed to borrow again. 

This aim of the organisation is to help people that have very little money so they can try 

to develop a business. 

If a person wants to be a member of VIKOBA they also have to go on a three month 

training to learn how to handle a business and learn the meaning of money. These 

training courses are held by local teachers. Mary, Ruth and Beatress decided to have 

these courses because they knew the importance of having basic knowledge in how to 

run a business. The women think that these courses have reduced the risk that people 

will fail. It is also important to teach women about the value of money, so they 

understand that they have to have capital in the business and that they cannot spend it 

all.   

From the beginning when the three women came up with the idea of starting an 

organisation, they did not have any money. To get a start capital the women asked 

around in the village to see if they could get any jobs to earn some money. After a while 

they had enough capital to start their business.  
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One problem that has occurred within the organisation is that members do not pay back 

their loans in time. If that happens the borrower has to tell the other members about the 

problem, but they still need to repay the loan. Which they can do by taking some small 

jobs in the village, people help each other out. Another problem that VIKOBA has 

faced is that the capital still is quite low, so they cannot grow as much as wanted. To 

change this they are planning to take a bank loan. 

Mary, Ruth, Beatress who were the founders of VIKOBA had only finished primary 

school. But they mentioned that the educational level within the organisation is very 

broad, from primary school up to university. 

Ruth, Beatress and Mary have husbands and children and they say that family is always 

a part of their business. Because the money they earn will reflect back on the family and 

when times are hard everyone needs to contribute. But they usually manage their 

business by themselves. Even though they are the founders of the organisation they also 

have been taking loans from it for their own businesses.  

Ruth started a business by selling vegetables near her house, this because she wanted to 

be near her young children. But when it was time to repay the loan she did not have 

enough money. She asked family and friends about tip on how to manage the business 

and earn more money. They advised her to not just sell vegetables outside the house; 

she should sell at the market where the people are. When she made these changes the 

business started to go better. 

In the beginning she only had 10.000 Tsh as a capital in her business, but now it has 

increased to 15.000 Tsh. It is still quite a small amount of money, but the fact that it has 

improved makes her feel positive about the future.  

Ruth thinks that the personal qualities that have helped her in the process of developing 

a business is that she knows how to talk to customers and keep good relationships with 

them. She sometimes gives the customers discounts just so that they will come back 

next time. In the future she thinks of moving to a larger city like Arusha so she can sell 

her things in a bigger range.  

Beatress started selling agriculture, but her first plants went infected and died. That 

made her business to go with a loss. But she did not give up; instead she took some 

courses in how to grow vegetables. She was motivated to learn more and did not want to 

give up. When she had received more knowledge about these things her business started 

to go better.   

She thinks that her business has developed in a good way, because she was able to repay 

the loan and create a better life for her family, that includes paying school fees to her 

children. Beatress thinks that her charm and social ability has helped her to reach where 

she is today. She mentions the importance of a good network and to have fun with the 

customers. In the future she wants to buy a car so she will be able to transport and sell 

her vegetables in a larger city and make more money.  

Mary started with a few chickens, but she could not get enough eggs to sell. When 3 

month had past she wasn’t able to repay the loan. She had to sell her chickens to get the 

money. Then she borrowed money again and got help from family and friends to take 

care of the chickens in a better way.  
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In the beginning she had 20 chickens and when she received the loan again she bought 

10 more chickens. Now she has got 30 chickens and the business is doing well. She sees 

herself as brave, because she believed in her self and her ability to start a business. Mary 

is also good at communicating with customers and learns from other business owners. 

In the future she wishes to expand the business with more chickens that would give her 

more eggs to sell.  

The three women point out the importance of good customer relationship, but also 

mention that it is hard to match demand with supply, which crucial for a successful 

business.  

Case 8- Rebecca 

 

Rebecca owns a hair and beauty saloon in Dar es Salaam; she is married and has one 

child. The Saloon is called Kairine and has been open for about a year. Before she 

opened her own place Rebecca worked in another beauty saloon, but felt that the pay 

was not good enough to support her family. That’s when she decided to start her own 

business, which had been her dream for a long time. To afford to start up the business 

she took a small loan from a friend to the family, which she is repaying monthly.  

Rebecca has finished secondary school and after that she went to a hairdressing college 

for one year. She doesn’t have any business management education, but wishes to learn 

more about how to run business. Right now she doesn’t have the money or the time to 

do so because of her family.    

She has two employees in the saloon and one of them is her sister, apart from them her 

husband also helps out in the saloon sometimes. Rebecca has about 6 customers at 

weekdays but at weekends it can be up to 10 customers. She thinks that the customer 

relationship is important and tries follow up her customers by phoning them. She also 

gives discount to customers that come regularly so that they will return. When she first 

opened up the store she did not really advertise except for putting up a poster, but the 

saloon is on a busy street and customer found their way there.  

When we asked her about which personal qualities she thinks has made her this 

successful she had a hard time to answering. But after some time she told us that she 

think she was brave to start her own business and believing in herself. Rebecca also 

mentions the importance of being aware of all the coming trends and hairstyles and she 

wants to learn about the upcoming technology. She thought it was easier to talk about 

the future than the present and said that she wishes to be successful and rich in the 

future and own a big saloon. Rebecca mentions that one of the biggest problems is when 

customers is not satisfied with her work. They sometimes get arrogant, complain and do 

not want to pay. To solve this she asks the customers exactly how and what they want 

with their hair. 

When we asked her how she has grown as an entrepreneur she says that she is still 

growing and learn as she goes. She does not see her self as a leader or a manager 

because the employees have the same skills that she has and they do the same work. 

Rebecca says that the word entrepreneur for her means someone who is self motivated, 

but she is not really sure of the meaning of the word.  

In the future she wants to expand her business to other areas as well for the reason that 

she also wants to make a better life for her family. 
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Our thoughts about the saloon were that it looked really simple and some of the 

employees were just sitting down looking bored. Rebecca did not seem to appreciate us 

being there and interviewing her. She was sitting with her back towards us the whole 

interview and just looked and talked to our interpreter, which made us feel unwelcomed. 

After we finished the interview she asked if she could ask us some questions and 

requested to know how this interview could help her. We tried to explain that our 

research would bring knowledge to others in our country. She said that she is tired of 

people that only do researches in Tanzania without helping the people. We got a feeling 

that she expected us to help her financially or get some support from our country. But 

with help from our interpreter we could end the interview in a good way. We felt that 

she did not do her best to succeed with business, it seemed like she expected money to 

come from somebody els. 
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7. Summary of the cases 

 

After we had done all interviews we could see quite a lot of similarities among the 

respondents. They all thought that customer care was the most important factor to 

succeed and develop a business. All of them also thought that financial problem was the 

biggest issue for further development.  

Mrs Williams, Pendo, Lydia, Hapiness and Eve owned clothes shops with a few 

employees. These shops looked in our eyes just like each other and were often located 

on streets with similar shops. The products differed but type and style of the clothing 

was alike, probably because of African fashion. Edina in Shinyanga owned a stationary 

and guesthouse which was the biggest and probably the most successful business of 

them all. Mary, Ruth and Beatress from Kilimanjaro stood out from the rest because 

their type of enterprise was a lot smaller when it came to the turnover and products. 

These women did not really have their own shop but sold from their houses or at 

markets and did not have any employees. Our last Rebecca owned a hair saloon in Dar 

es Salaam and had a couple of employees. 

All of the 10 women had problems talking about their personal qualities that they 

thought had been important for their business development. Neither of them could tell 

us if there were any qualities they would like to develop. Edina and Rebecca that had 

employees but still had difficulties describing themselves as leaders. We got the feeling 

that they were embarrassed to talk about positively about themselves and preferred to 

describe the qualities of the business instead.  

Another aspect that was important for all 10 women was the support from their families. 

Some women had their husbands helping them in the business and others had their 

children as employees. 

When the women got the question “what skills are needed to become a successful 

business owner” they mentioned qualities like creativity, courage, trust in themselves 

and social competence. We got the feeling that a Rebecca and Eve only started the 

business to make enough money for survival and did not really care what happened to 

the business as long they could take some money home. 

All of the women have had problems during the entrepreneurial process. The main issue 

was that lack of customers which resulted in less money. Another aspect was their low 

level of education, especially in business management and all of the women wished to 

develop their knowledge in this area. Some of the women had received education from 

the bank when they received the loan, but they felt that it wasn’t enough. The women 

thought that education was crucial for a business development if you wanted to be 

successful.   

 

We noticed that some of the respondents did not think of the markets demands, 

especially in the set up of the business. Lydia, Edina, Happiness and Pendo started up 

buying product from retailers before they noticed that the customers had other 

preferences.  Many of the clothes shop and hair saloons on the street looked exactly the 

same and located next to each other.  
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All women agreed on that they had learned to develop, run and expand the business by 

their previous mistakes and learned therefore more through time. 

We have chosen to do this matrix because we wanted to show the readers what all 

respondents thought were important and difficult during the entrepreneurial process, this 

is shown in the similarities column. The differences column contains variations between 

the women’s answers and feelings. We will discuss in chapter 8 how these similarities 

and differences are reflected on their business success. 

 

Similarities  Differences  

 Importance of customer care 

 Financial problems 

 Problems talking about traits and 

qualities 

 Importance of support from family 

 Willingness to learn more 

 Learn from trials and error  

 Motivation  

 Reason for the business setup  

 Level of education 

 Knowledge of the market demands 

Tabel 1 – similarities and differences between the respondents.  
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8. Analysis and Discussion  

 

 

Zhao H. et al (2009, p. 397) described in “The Big Five personality dimension model” 

some typical traits that lead people to be attracted to entrepreneurship and also the traits 

that lead them to become successful entrepreneurs. From our observations we could tell 

that Lydia, Edina and Mrs Williams were motivated, innovative and loved what they 

did. It was the women’s body language; attitude and happiness that made us come to 

this conclusion. These women had bigger and cleaner shops were also friendlier and 

outgoing which reflected a more successful business compared to the other respondents.  

From our empirical findings we could see that most of our respondents’ traits could be 

related to the “The Big Five personality dimension model”. Lydia, Edina and Mrs 

Williams were all organized and were motivated by their work, which in the theory is 

called conscientiousness dimension. In the Extravert dimension people are gregarious, 

outgoing, warm, and friendly. They are dominant in social situations and experience 

more positive emotions and are optimistic. This dimension also reflects the three 

successful women that we interviewed because they were friendly and positive. 

Emotional stability is also an important trait, because the entrepreneur needs to be an 

emotional stable person who can take on physical and emotional burdens. This 

dimension was difficult for us to analyze because our respondents had problems talking 

about them self as a person. Another reason for this was that we only had a short time 

together with these women and didn’t have the chance to get to know them well (Zhao 

H. et al., 2009, p. 384 – 387). 

 

From our empirical evidence it has been shown that education is a very important aspect 

when starting up a business. Many of the respondents had received some kind of 

education before they started their businesses. Lydia, Edina and Mrs Williams were the 

owners of the most successful businesses and they had also been taken some courses 

during the business process because they wanted to learn more as their business 

developed. These women also mentioned that the business had shown to be more 

successful ever since they got training and learned how to think strategically. All of our 

respondents wished to enlarge their business knowledge. This is supported by 

Andersson and Ssendi (2009, p. 18) that says that entrepreneurs make opportunities and 

creates jobs, but to make this happen the entrepreneur is in need of ability and 

competence that can only be educated.  According to this it seems like our female 

respondents will have a greater chance to develop their business further if they continue 

to receive education. 

Education and knowledge may be the main factors that determine if the entrepreneur 

will succeed with the business or not. Most of our respondents did not have any earlier 

experience of running a business nor a higher degree from school. We got the feeling 

that Rebecca and Eve had a hard leaving capital in the business and wished to spend it 

all when customers paid for their products. This may be related to the low level of 

education they had and that they didn’t think about the business future but how to live 

and survive in the presence. These two respondents were also the two that owned the 

least successful businesses and their motivation was lower than the other respondents. 

Relating back to the “Big five dimension model” agreeableness was the dimension that 

could have a negative effect on the entrepreneurial performances. This because a person 

with low level of agreeableness is characterized as manipulative, self – centred, 

suspicious and ruthless. For them, entrepreneurship is about establishing a for–profit 
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business that is built up around the entrepreneurs own interest and needs (Zhao H. et al., 

2009, p. 387 - 388).  This can also be read as Rebecca and Eve wasn’t really interested 

in their business but to make money and for that reason there were a bit suspicious 

towards us. Hade these two women been able to see a greater purpose of their business 

they probably would have been more successful.   

We notice under the interviews that Mrs Willams, Eve, Happiness and Pendo open 

stores next to other shops with a similar assortment. For that reason we can understand 

that they sometimes have difficulties selling their products when their neighbors’ shops 

offer the same type of clothing. Therefore we think it is important for the Tanzanians to 

realize that to mock other entrepreneurs business concept will not lead to success by 

itself. You have to differentiate your business from others.  

The strongest motivation for our respondents to start the business was their willingness 

to create a better life for their family. To fulfill that dream they were all driven by 

beliefs that they would manage to provide a better life situation for their loved ones. 

This was shown to be the main reason behind the business setups for all the women we 

interviewed. 

 

After the interviews we have come to agree with the theory by Politis that the 

entrepreneurial development is a lifelong learning process. The entrepreneur learns from 

new possibilities and through previous experiences (Politis; 2005, p. 261). All women 

had come across obstacles during the entrepreneurial process that they was forced to 

solve themselves. They had to learn how to recognize the costumer’s preferences and 

arrange supplies after demands. Booking was another skill that a few women had 

received some training for, but they all had to put into practice them self. 

Computerizing the business was the knowledge that some women wished to develop, 

Edina mentioned this particularly. The respondents had no idea how to use computers, 

but they did understand the advantages that it could bring to the business. This is 

another aspect that shows that better education is necessary for the women to expand 

their business further. 

All women agreed on that the way they really learned about the business was through 

trial and error. This motivates by the theory by Ganesan, et al.,(2002, p. 75) and also 

gets support from Gartner’s behavioral approach about learn as you go. He claims that 

an entrepreneur is more likely to be successful with previous experiences compared to 

entrepreneurs who start up a business for the first time (Gartner; 1988, p. 63). Even 

though the women learn through trial and error it is important to combine this with 

formal education. The ultimate situation would be to unite the formal education with the 

business development. Then the women would be able to learn through trial and error 

but also get a deeper theoretical understanding about how to run a business at the same 

time.  We can agree with Gartner’s theory (1988, p. 63) that the respondents seemed to 

manage their business better with earlier experiences. Pendo, Edina and Lydia had 

worked in their family shops, and from there developed some of the skills that were 

needed when they started up their own business. Two of our respondents were engaged 

in different projects outside their shops we visited. Mrs Williams exported fabrics and 

Edina owned different types of shops in Shinyanga. They were the most successful 

entrepreneurs out the 10 respondents and probably learned a lot from their different 

enterprises. 
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Mrs Williams, Pendo, Happiness and Lydia mentioned that they in the beginning just 

bought in the things they thought looked nice, but noticed that the customers did not 

always feel the same way. It is therefore important to have a good relation with your 

customers to be able to know what they want. They also said that it is important to plan 

the future, see what’s new in the market and know the latest trends. Another crucial 

aspect is to plan the supply after seasons, for example be able to provide children 

clothes when the schools are starting. Vesa Puhakka (2007, p. 20) mentions that to 

become a successful entrepreneur you need to do more than manage the present. The 

market is changing quickly and the competition is hard, the best way to handle that is to 

develop readiness for new businesses. Our respondents seemed to agree with this theory 

and they all had managed their business better after starting to observe the market. The 

dimension openness to experience in “The Big Five personality dimension model” by 

Zhao H. et al., (2009, p. 385), also gets support because it is mentioning that the 

entrepreneur needs to be intellectually curious, imaginative and someone who seeks out 

new ideas and alternative values. This is what Mrs Williams, Pendo, Happiness and 

Lydia did by changing their assortment and consider the customers preferences.  

 

We also agree the theory about the target state by Jansson, (2007 p. 4-5) when it comes 

to having inspiring goals and dreams. All of our respondents had wishes about 

becoming successful, earn money and expand the business. But Jansson also mentions 

that to fulfil your dream you need to work. Eve and Rebecca’s working mentality did 

not go hand in hand with their dream. We got the feeling that they did not really want to 

work and just expected the business to run by it self’s. They preferred to sit and wait for 

costumers to find their shop instead of working hard to reach out to them. Another 

crucial aspect of succeeding as a business owner is, as mentioned before, to develop a 

readiness for new businesses and searching for new opportunities in the uncontrolled 

environment like Sarasvathy (2010, p. 9) said. Edina, Mrs Williams, Lydia, Ruth, Mary 

and Beatress had learned to take up on the market opportunities and therefore we think 

that they have a better possibility to make their business grow in the future. 

 

After the interviews we think that an entrepreneur needs specific traits but also 

knowledge and business experiences. Only having the “right” traits or education will 

not make you a great entrepreneur. We agree with Gansan et al., (2002, p. 78) and the 

authors theory about the importance of education and suggesting that that strategic and 

practical needs is responsible for inspiring women to start their business. Our research 

found that the female respondents businesses had gone better since they got training and 

learned how to think strategically.  

From our interview we can tell that the women who seem to have the most successful 

business also gave the impression of taking the business seriously. These women spend 

a lot of time in their business and had hopes and dreams to make it grown even bigger. 

This empirical evidence gets support from the theory about important traits that is 

crucial for a business to succeed These women had qualities like motivation, need for 

achievement and were also risk takers which is what Stephenson (2009) mentioned as 

the most important traits. For the women that did not see their business as something 

more than an income also lacked motivation and desire for further expanding. These 

women will probably have a harder time continuing develop as entrepreneurs. 

Stephenson (2009) also pointed out the importance of interaction with customers and all 

of our respondents were also backing up on this theory. Some of the women gave for 

example discount to regular customers to make them return to their shop and become 

regulars. From the theory and our interviews it seemed like the respondents did know 
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how to act and behave to run a successful business. The problem was their lack of 

knowledge and for some, their motivation. 

After the research we came to notice that all of the women were risk takers, which can 

be confirmed in Knights theory about important personal traits. Our respondents gave 

up earlier jobs and activities at home for starting up the business. During the interview 

many women defined an entrepreneur as an inventor. Relating this back to theory, this 

was how Schumpeter identified an entrepreneur as well. The problem was though that 

they thought of other entrepreneurs and had difficulties thinking about themselves as 

one. Previous research by Shackle indentified qualities as creativity and imagines 

depending on individual background, education, attitude and earlier entrepreneurial 

experiences. A few respondents could tell us that they thought their creativity was 

crucial for the business success. We think all of these authors’ theory about qualities 

referred in Deakins, (1999, p. 11-14) reflect our respondents’ personality in different 

ways.  The clearer these traits were on our respondents’ the more successful business 

they had. We can also come to the conclusion that our all of the women we interviewed 

knew that these qualities were important for an entrepreneur. But unfortunately only a 

few had the education, attitudes and earlier business experiences crucial for their 

enterprise.   

The article by Dumas (2001, p. 39) mentioned the importance of combine training for 

the new business owners with networking with the other participants. This will make 

the female entrepreneurs get more empowered. Our study has shown the importance for 

the women to both get training and be in a network. The respondents that did not have a 

large social network but said that they would like to develop this. By exchanging 

knowledge and experiences this would be a chance to increase the women’s business 

skills further by learning from others in the same position. This could result in that the 

women also could learn from other female entrepreneurs previous trials and errors 

without having to go through it themselves.  

Theory is mentioning that the entrepreneur should take advantage of given opportunities 

that the entrepreneurship brings (Anderson & Ssendi, 2009, p. 18). This can be related 

to our 10 respondents because they all were running a business that had expanded in 

both capital and products since the set up. Some of the women were still looking for 

coming opportunities when others seemed to be satisfied with the business. We came to 

this conclusion by listen to the women’s thought and hopes for the future. Even though 

all the respondents said they wanted their business grow, there were only a few that still 

looked future possibilities. Rebecca and Eve had the attitude that do as little as possible 

and just wait for the numbers of customers grow. Happiness for example blamed the last 

year’s decrease of customers on hard financial times and expected the business to start 

growing of itself soon. We got the impression that the women sometimes did not realize 

that it takes a lot of work to constantly see new business opportunities at the market and 

that this is important to expand  the business.   

Gartner does not agree with the theory that an entrepreneur is born and got some 

specific traits. He thinks of an entrepreneur as a creature in an organization and the 

behavioural procedure in his study is that the entrepreneur is seen as a set of activities 

that involves in organization (Gartner, 1988, p. 47). As mentioned before we have come 

to the conclusion from our empirical evidence that the entrepreneur does not only need 

trait but also education, knowledge from previous experiences and from trials and error. 

We have seen some specific traits that our respondents have that does differ the more 
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successful ones from the rest the women. We agree partly on Gartner’s theory (1988, 

p.47) that the entrepreneurs are a creature in an organization. This because of our 

respondents seemed to have a lot of altered tasks in the business, which confirm that 

they are a creature in the organization. It differs from the theory because we still could 

see some important traits that the most successful respondents had, for example being 

motivated, creative and hard working was shown to be crucial for the business.   

An article from BBC mentioned that women got more empowered and gained a better 

confidence after receiving a micro credit to help start up the business (BBC News, 28 

July 2009).  It is difficult for us to know if our respondents have become more confident 

after receiving a micro-credit and developed a business. From our empirical evidence 

we noticed that the women had a week leader role in their own business. It seemed like 

that our respondents did not have the confidence to lead and boss over the other 

employees. Maybe the Tanzanian women we interviewed do not have the same 

confidence that is necessary for running a successful business in the western countries. 

This because our respondents didn’t seem to have any rules or goals for the employees 

to work towards, which we take for granted in a business in Sweden. The respondents’ 

lack of confidence could also be an explanation for the hard time they had talking about 

personal qualities. Even though these women are brave to start up a business, we still 

got the feeling that they may have to develop more their confidence and be more 

aggressive to manage to expand the business further.  

From our interviews we noticed that the women who had supporting husbands often had 

more successful businesses. Mrs Williams told us that she would never have managed 

the business without help and support from her partner. This was not the case for all 

women though. Edina that had the most successful business and was a widow. She still 

could count on her family with her son working for her in the shop. From the results of 

all interviews we came to the conclusion that family support is an essential issue for 

business management in Tanzania. The women relayed on their families for support, 

help and as employees in the business. Our study does not support the theory by Ellis et 

al., (2007, p. 3) that says that businesses ran by women could disconnect them from 

their husband because of less time spent at home. This might be the case for other 

female entrepreneurs, but the women we interviewed talked about their husbands as 

their biggest help and support for managing the business. Maybe the women who do not 

succeed with their business depended upon resistance from their husbands.  In our 

research the family support was shown to be the biggest success factor behind the 

businesses.  

We noticed that the women in Kilimanjaro had the lowest knowledge of English. This 

region was the poorest region that we visited and none of them had higher education. 

Mary, Ruth and Beatress also had the smallest and the least developed business out of 

the 10 respondents. These three women will probably have a hard time expanding their 

businesses further. Not only because of their lack of English but also for the reason that 

they live far away from the opportunities that exists in bigger cities. The article by Ellis 

et al., (2007, p. 41-42) mentions that living outside the cities comes with increasing 

costs because the need for travel is higher. From this we come to the conclusion that 

women living outside the major cities will face more problems and costs developing 

their business. The women that are settled in Dar es Salaam or even Shinyanga will 

have better business opportunities when it comes to growth and expansion.  
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9. Aim of the study and conclusion 

 

The research question:  

How does the entrepreneurial process work for women in Tanzania that have received a 

micro-credit? 

 

The aim of this study was to create a better understanding for how the entrepreneurial 

process may be developed by women that have received a micro-credit in Tanzania. Our 

hope was that the result of this study would lead to a better understanding about the 

entrepreneurial process in Tanzania.  

From our research we have realized that many different aspects are crucial during the 

entrepreneurial process. The main issue was the need of knowledge and education when 

starting a business but also during the business process.  Motivation, creativity and 

propulsion about the business are some traits that made these become successful 

entrepreneurs. We also came to realize that the ways these women learn about their 

enterprise are through their mistakes and through the solutions to problems that comes 

up.  

 

It is difficult to answer if the entrepreneur is born or if it is something you can learn. As 

mentioned above we noticed some crucial traits that were need for the women to 

manage a successful business. We believe that these traits don’t necessary come from 

the birth of an entrepreneur but can be developed if the entrepreneur has a lot of faith in 

the business idea and future goals. We also realized that family support is substantially 

for the management of the business. The women needed approval from husbands and 

help in their shop from family members to make it successful. This because the family 

shores at home had to be taken care of by somebody else, we got the feeling that this is 

not something you can take for granted in Tanzania. 

This study has also broadens our conception of the world by doing this research in a 

developing country. We feel humble and grateful to have been able to get closer insight 

in female entrepreneurs’ life in Tanzania, but we also to appreciate the social system in 

Sweden that we often take for granted. 

 

9.1 Proposal to continued research 

 

When this study was made several questions appeared. We feel that it would contribute 

to the research area if the future focus would be on how the education works for women 

that has received a micro-credit. We think it would be interesting to investigate how the 

women can adapt their educational knowledge and put it into practice.  

Another factor that would benefit the research area is to a study over the women that 

have not succeeded with their business and investigate what aspects during the 

entrepreneurial process went wrong. That would give depth to the field and could 

contribute to a more distinct understanding about possibilities and problems during the 

entrepreneurial process for the women in Tanzania.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 - Questions 

 

Name, family situation, husband’s occupation, microcredit? 

Could you describe your activity for us? (Employees, clients, point of sale: 

stationary/mobile?) 

 

Describe a typical day? (Another employment, other activities?) 

(Ask about their business) what they do and how they started?  

      -Where did you get your business idea from? 

      -How did you plan your business? 

 

(Education)  Describe your educational background?  

      - Did you receive any help to start the business? 

 

Describe the changes in the business since the start-up? (size, development, activity) 

      - What were the reasons for this? Could you describe the procedure for us? 

Which problems have occurred on the way? How did they solve them?  

      -Did they get any help? 

 

In what way is your family involved in your business? 

 

Describe some of your qualities that have shown to be important for your business? 

Describe some qualities you would like to develop? 

 

What is your idea of customers? 

 

How would you describe yourself as a manager/ leader? 

 

Have you development since the business set up? 

      - In what way? 

 

What skills are needed in your business? 

 

What is the meaning of the word entrepreneur for you? 

 

What have you learn through the entrepreneurial process? 

 

What do they think about the future?  

      -Visions of the future?  
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Obervations 

We are going to be in the women’s natural environment to better observe, analyse our 

findings and to get a better understanding about their situation.  

In our observation we are going to take in smell, feelings, environment, social 

interaction, detailed descriptions and attentive listening. Language, jargon and culture 

are also important aspects that we are looking at. We see observation as a complement 

to our interviews to better catch the reality of their business and life situation.   
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Map of Africa 

 

 

 


